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This document aims to assist anyone interested in helping children practice 
mindfulness to easily locate an appropriate meditation or exercise.  It was compiled 
from many sources (listed at the end of the document), however it is in no way 
exhaustive. Some activities fit in two or more categories however they are only listed 
once. If you have any meditations, exercises or activities you would like to 
contribute, please email them to Venerable Drolkar.  Activities are arranged as 
follows: 
 

1. Breath (and body scans) meditations/exercises 
2. Environment 
3. Family rituals 
4. For teens 
5. Guided imagery, visualisations 
6. Language 

7. Managing thoughts, emotions, tension in the body 
8. Mindfulness through play 
9. Mindful movement 
10. Modelling mindfulness with your children 
11. Positive outlook, attitudes, values  
12. Programs 
13. Senses  

a. Sight 
b. Smell 
c. Sound/listening 
d. Taste 
e. Touch 

14. Storytelling, reading books 
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Mindfulness is a modern movement, adapted from ancient Buddhist teachings, popularised in the 
West by Professor Emeritus Jon Kabat-Zinn. It is about intentionally paying attention to each 
moment, being fully engaged in whatever is happening around you and within you. It involves 
bringing an attitude of curiosity, acceptance and friendliness to whatever is experienced.  
 
Research indicates children can reap benefits from practicing mindfulness, similar to those 
documented in adults. The evidence from two recent systematic reviews and twenty individual 
studies of mindfulness interventions with school aged children concluded:  
 

 Mindfulness  for  young  people  is  easy  to  carry  out,  fits  into  a  wide  range  of  contexts, 
is  enjoyed by  both  students  and  teachers,  and  does  no  harm.   

 Well  conducted  mindfulness  interventions  can  improve  the  mental,  emotional,   social   
and  physical  health  and  wellbeing  of  young  people who take part. It has been shown to 
reduce stress, anxiety, reactivity and bad behaviour, improve sleep and self-esteem, and  
bring  about  greater  calmness,  relaxation,  the  ability  to  manage   behaviour and 
emotions,  self-awareness  and  empathy. 

 Mindfulness  can  contribute  directly  to  the  development  of  cognitive  and   performance 
skills  and  executive  function.  It  can  help  young  people  pay  greater   attention, be 
more  focused,  think  in  more  innovative  ways,  use  existing  knowledge more effectively, 
improve working  memory,  and  enhance  planning,  problem  solving, and  reasoning skills. 

 
The  studies  also  show  that  adolescents  who  are  mindful,  either  through  their  character    or 
through  learning,  tend to experience  greater  well-being, and that being more mindful tends to  
accompany  more  positive  emotion,  greater  popularity  and  having  more  friends,  and less 
negative  emotion  and  anxiety.  Source: Evidence for the Impact of Mindfulness on Children and 
Young People (2012), Professor Katherine Weare  

 
The following steps are a suggestion only and can be modified as required. How long each phase 
lasts depends on the age of the children and how much time you have to meditate. Pre-schoolers 
may not be able to sit still for more than 10 seconds; this is enough for them to learn to take a deep, 
relaxing breath. Five-year-olds may be able to be fairly quiet for 3-5 minutes; 6 or 7 year-olds often 
can do so for 5-15 minutes. Starting around age 8, most children can sit quietly for at least a minute 
for each year of their age, and their ability grows with practice (Eline Snell). Before commencing you 
might like to explain to the children what they will be doing in the session and the reasons why. 
 

 Start - use the breath for all age groups (make it more tactile for younger children) as the 
breath is a good anchor point and is always with us. If the session will be a longer one it also 
helps your child to relax. 

 Middle section –choose what you would like to do. Examples are: listening to sounds; a 
mindful eating exercise; a guided body scan using imagery; or an extended breath practice.  
What you do will determine how long you wish to mediate with your child. 

 End section – bring your child’s awareness back to the present moment so that when they 
open their eyes they feel grounded, safe and peaceful. You could also chat about what they 
experienced, encourage them to draw or write it down – keeping a journal of their 
meditations.  Source: Calm Kids: Help Children Relax with Mindfulness Activities, L. Murray  
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 www.buddhify.com – mindfulness meditation app, you can purchase over 80 guided 
meditations 

 www.calm.com - free online meditations 2 to 20 minutes long; or purchase an app for your 
phone  

 www.1giantmind.org/ - free meditation apps with meditation program (includes a 30 day 
challenge)  

 www.headspace.com - 10 x 10 minute free meditations, then can purchase more; also an 
app 

• http://health.ucsd.edu/specialties/mindfulness/programs/mbsr/Pages/audio.aspx - free 
Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) guided audio files from the UC San Diego Center 
for Mindfulness 

• http://marc.ucla.edu/body.cfm?id=22 – free short guided meditations on different topics by 
the UCLA Mindful Awareness Research Center 

 www.sbinstitute.com/phuketpodcasts – free guided meditations by B. Alan Wallace (go to 
“Shamata” podcasts)  

 www.smilingmind.com.au- free, they have age specific mindfulness meditations and a free 
app.   

 Stop Breath Think is a free app with age specific mindfulness and kindness meditations -
http://stopbreathethink.org/ 

 Free meditation timer app – just type “Meditation Helper” into Google 

 A very good free six-week online course ‘Mindfulness for Wellbeing and Peak Performance’ 
by Monash University is offered at various times throughout the year, for more information 
go to www.futurelearn.com/courses/mindfulness-wellbeing-performance  

 

 

 

 

http://www.buddhify.com/
http://www.calm.com/
http://www.1giantmind.org/
http://www.headspace.com/
http://health.ucsd.edu/specialties/mindfulness/programs/mbsr/Pages/audio.aspx
http://marc.ucla.edu/body.cfm?id=22
http://www.sbinstitute.com/phuketpodcasts
http://www.smilingmind.com.au/
http://stopbreathethink.org/
http://www.futurelearn.com/courses/mindfulness-wellbeing-performance
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1.  

The simplest tool we have for mindfulness is observing our breath. When you breathe deeply, a 
practice called diaphragmatic breathing or abdominal breathing, it stimulates the parasympathetic 
nervous system (the ‘rest and digest’ system) activating the body’s natural relaxation response. The 
relaxation response is a physical state of deep rest that changes the physical and emotional 
responses to stress and anxiety.   Relaxation is important as it: improves our physical and mental 
health; helps us to perform to the best of our ability; is an excellent way of gaining control over our 
body as it targets the physiological sensation of stress and anxiety; helps us to manage feelings and 
situations more effectively; is a way of inducing positive emotions as well as reducing negative ones 
and lastly, it feels good! 
A body scan is a relaxation technique that blends breath focus with progressive muscle relaxation. 
Body scans involve systematically and intentionally moving our attention throughout the body, 
noticing the various sensations in the different regions with an openhearted, accepting, interested 
attention. This technique can help you: relax your body ; become more attuned to your body; become 
familiar with patterns of physical sensation (pleasant and unpleasant) so we can more easily work 
with them; calm and relax your mind; train your attention; enhance your ability to bring your full 
attention to the present moment, helpful when emotions or thoughts feel wild.  
 

 Animal breathing (young children and primary school) - Teach your kids about the 
importance of breath and breathing by having them breathe in the form of various animals. 
This is a great technique for young kids in teaching them about mindful breathing because 
it’s fun and gets their imagination in on the game. You can incorporate the breathing into 
bedtime stories about these animals, or just encourage them to breath like a lion or snake to 
help calm themselves as they try to fall asleep.  

o Bumble bee breath, where you inhale through nose, then exhale with lips together 
to make humming sound. It can be fun to sit cross-legged and back to back to try this 
breathing. You can feel the vibration from the other person and it often triggers 
laughter as well!  

o Snake breath is an inhalation through the nose followed by (what else?) an exhaled 
hissssss with teeth together. This one is great for cooling down hot tempers. 

o Lion breath, also good for managing anger. Inhale through the nose then exhale 
through the mouth with your tongue hanging out.  

o For a balancing breath, do as a Bear does. Inhale through the nose while you count 
to three (inside your head or on your fingers). Exhale through the nose for five 
counts. The reason this works is that when we are in the midst of a stress response 
our inhalation is longer than our exhalation; increasing the time we exhale brings 
the sympathetic (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous systems (PNS) back into 
balance.  

 Balloon breathing - Breathing in to fill up your lungs and belly, then breathing out slowly to 
release all the stale air 

 Belly breathing - Breathe normally, ask the children to take one hand and place it on their 
belly. When the children take big breaths in they can feel their belly rise and fall. When we 
are breathing correctly our belly expands as we inhale. Start with 30 seconds and work your 
way up to 2 minutes. 

http://www.stress.org/take-a-deep-breath/
http://www.stress.org/take-a-deep-breath/
http://www.stress.org/take-a-deep-breath/
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 Body scan using imagination breathing (primary school age to adults) - Have your child lie 
down, close her eyes and take a deep breath in and out through her mouth. Then have her 
take a deep breath through her nose. Now is when the imagination comes in: Have her take 
a deep breath through her feet. Take a deep breath through the belly, heart, neck/throat, 
nose and the top of her head. This is also a wonderful relaxer if you’re feeling tense before 
going to bed, or need a moment before getting up to set your intention and begin your day 
mindfully.  

 Breathing buddy - Children may enjoy practicing their deep breathing while laying on their 
backs with a small stuffed animal on their belly, you could also use a light book or even their 
shoe. This allows them to see their stomach rising with each breath. A slight weight is 
helpful. Have them rock the stuffed animal to sleep with the movement of their belly as they 
breathe in and out. They focus their attention on the rise and fall of the stuffed animal as 
they breathe. If the toy is moving up and down, their breathing is perfect. In this Edutopia 
video, www.youtube.com/watch?v=scqFHGI_nZE   Daniel Goleman describes a 2nd-grade 
classroom that does a "breathing buddy" exercise. This is how they can begin to pay 
attention to their breathing.  

 Breathing buddy alternative – Rock the boat - Start this exercise by folding a few origami 
boats together using scrap  or coloured paper. If you need instructions you can find them 
online at http://www.origami-instructions.com/origami-boat.html   Instruct your child as 
follows: Once you have your boat, lie down with a pillow propped under your head so that 
you can look at your belly. Place your boat on your belly allowing it to balance, and then rest 
your hands beside you on the floor. Without changing your breathing feel the air as it comes 
into your nose and flows down all the way into your belly, making the boat on your belly 
rise. Watch as you rock your boat with your breath. Your belly is like the waves on the 
ocean, constantly rising and falling as you breathe in and out. Sometimes the waves can be 
big, almost knocking your boat off balance. Sometimes they’re small and barely affect your 
boat. But just like in the ocean, underneath the constantly moving waves lies the quiet and 
calm ocean floor. Try to feel the back of your body, lying heavy and calm on the floor; like 
the ocean floor. Imagine your whole body as the ocean, and notice how every part of you is 
involved in breathing, not just your belly. Now keep watching and feeling your boat rock up 
and down with your breath. The sound of your breath is like the surf of the ocean. Every 
time your mind gets distracted just bring your attention back to the rocking of your boat. 
When you are ready you can set your boat aside and take with you the feeling of calm as you 
slowly roll to the side, get up and go on your way with a smile on your mind. 

 Breathing as a family - Just before leaving for school in the morning, before opening the 
front door, stand together and take three mindful breaths. You can also take three mindful 
breaths as a family before eating and try to begin the meal mindfully. 

 Breath dance - This activity is best with at least three people. Have everyone grab an end of 
a blanket, towel, or play parachute. Start close together and then inhale as a group. While 
breathing in, back up and expand the blanket. During the exhale, move in close together. 
The tightening and loosening of the blanket demonstrates how we breathe in and out. 
Children also enjoy moving their bodies during this routine. 

 Breathing to help students with study and increase focus – Have the children take three 
mindful breaths to help relieve anxiety before doing homework, tests and participating in 
competitions. Another exercise begins with students sitting in a chair. Kids are asked to 
concentrate on their breathing while their classmates walk around and try to distract them. 
The child’s job is to really try to stay concentrated in spite of all this noise that’s going on 
around them.  

 Bubbles - Have them practice breathing by taking in a deep breath before blowing some 
bubbles. Once they have mastered this activity, you can always ask them to simply visualize 
blowing the bubbles. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scqFHGI_nZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scqFHGI_nZE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scqFHGI_nZE
http://www.origami-instructions.com/origami-boat.html
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 Chest and tummy balloon breathing (For all ages) – They put their hands on their chest and 
notice how they move up and down with the in breath (notice how their hands go higher 
when they breath more deeply), repeat with their hands on their tummies. You can use the 
analogy of their tummies filling and emptying like balloons. Periodically encourage them to 
let go of their thoughts.  At the end of the meditation you can say “Each time you breathe 
out you feel calmer inside. Each time you breathe out your feel quieter inside. Each time you 
breathe out you feels safer inside. Notice how you feel inside. Smile and notice how you feel 
inside.” Choose/use words they will understand. 

 Counting the breath (age 7+) - Counting the breath gives their logical part of the brain 
something to focus on. It’s especially good for children who like numbers. They count 
silently to themselves and see how long they can stretch each number. After they have 
practised this for a few breaths you can ask them to hold their breath (after the in breath for 
the count of 1) then to count the breath slowly as they breath. This helps slow their breath 
down.  

 Exhaling slowly - To teach children to exhale slowly and steadily, consider using some props 
like feathers, pinwheels, bubbles…  

 Flower/bubble breathing - Younger kids might need something more concrete to help them 
focus on their breath. Have them hold up their hands in front of their mouths as though they 
are holding a flower and a bubble wand. They can inhale the scent of the flower, and then 
blow out a bubble. Of course, you can always get real flowers and bubbles -- those are great 
for mindfulness -- but this activity works well in a pinch! 

 Heart hands - Similar to using the sphere, we can create a heart shape with our hands. As 
you breathe in, expand your hands to a heart shape. As you breathe out, collapse your hands 
into two fists side by side. This is such a great exercise since we don’t need any props. 

 Mindful breathing - Ask children to sit comfortably and then close their eyes. Draw their 
attention to their breathing, telling them to feel the sensation of breath coming into and out 
of the body. You can have them put their hands on their stomach to feel the gentle rise and 
fall with each breath, as this will help them keep focused. Alternatively, you may ask them to 
repeat the word “in” and “out” as they inhale and exhale, or you may say it for them. Or you 
can ask them to notice their heart beating. Do this for about five breath cycles (five inhales 
and exhales). At the end of the five breaths, guide their attention to any thoughts and 
feelings that may be present (and any possible differences in how they feel now compared 
with how they felt before the practice). Ask them to then let those thoughts and feelings go 
as they return their focus to their breath, then repeat the breathing cycle (as many times as 
feels appropriate). 

 Noticing the breath – under 6 - It helps you children keep focused use a tactile approach eg 
first of all by touching their nose. Then you could ask them to hold their hands in front of 
their nose with the mouth slightly open so they can feel the warmth of the breath on their 
hands as they breathe out and the coolness as they breathe in. You could also ask them to 
listen to their breath, ie notice the sound of their breath as they breathe in and out through 
their mouth, making an ‘ahhhh’ sound. They could be silent on the in breath and say the 
word “whoosh” or “laaa” on the out breath or their favourite word. 

 Noticing the breath - For older children who can hold their attention on their breath miss 
out having their hands in front of their faces. Get them to move their focus to the tips of 
their noses to notice the breath as it moves in and out, each out breath lets them feel more 
relaxed and lighter. The in breath is ‘cool’ and the out breath is ‘warm’. You can ask them to 
shake out all the thoughts they breathed into their hands as if they are helping to get rid of 
any worrying thoughts.  

 Observing the breath - Without changing their breathing pattern, have the children focus on 
feeling the cool air when they inhale and the warm air when they exhale. Then they count 
their breaths in pairs: Inhale, exhale, one. Inhale, exhale, two, and so on for five counts. Tell 
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them when their mind wanders to note what they were thinking about and return to 
counting their breaths.  

 Pebble meditation - Collect some pebbles (or something else similar eg shells) and then on 
each breath your child places a pebble from one pile to the next pile.  As they do so they 
chant with their breath, “In, out, deep, slow, calm, ease, smile, release, pleasant moment, 
wonderful moment.” Or something that works for your child/ren.   

 Sphere breathing - a calming practice that’s fun to share with children. Hold up your 
outstretched hands, match fingers and touch tip to tip lightly, to makes a sphere. Depress 
the sphere as you exhale, collapsing your fingers into a light ball. As you inhale, let your 
fingers stretch open, still touching at the tips. Children increase their focus easily when their 
fingers track the breath cycle. You can do it together, before going into school, or before 
sleep.  

 
 

2.  

 
Who you are, what you feel, and what actions you take are what really count. If you want your 
children to meditate, create the right environment, both inside yourself and at home. Practice every 
day and speak gently and kindly—these things matter. Children observe and get information through 
all their senses. Even the quality of silence in your home is important. Your state of being, your level 
of awareness, your emotions, stresses, and joy—all these affect your children. Whatever you are 
doing, your children see.  
 

 Create an environment for practice - For example have a dedicated spot for the children 
where they can join you for formal mindfulness/meditation practise; create a calm, peaceful 
environment both inside yourself and at home.  

 During everyday life – Practise mindfulness during more mundane moments, such as waiting 
for a train or in a queue. 

 Introduce your children to peaceful environments - For example spend time in churches 
when they are empty, go to National Parks.  

 

 

3.   

Make family rituals a time to practise mindfulness and connection. Habits and rituals create a shared 
sense of closeness and identity, an oasis of “we” in the desert of “so much to do.” Some rituals are 
daily, and some are for special events like birthdays, create a comforting atmosphere that grounds 
the family member in space and time and strengthens bonds between parents and children and 
among children.  
 

 A Moment of Silence - we often come to the table with our minds racing from a busy day. 
That’s why it’s a good idea to begin the meal with a minute or two of silence. It doesn’t 
matter what you think about: simply noticing your breath calms the stress response in the 
brain. Giving yourself and your kids a moment to just be is helpful. 

 Anything can be made into a family ritual - from waking up the children in the morning, 
making breakfast together every morning, to tying their laces, brushing/braiding hair, having 
a bath, cooking, having dinner together as often as possible, blessings before dinner, 
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brushing teeth, prayers before bed, books/stories before bedtime.  You can even turn chores 
from a weekly battle into a fun tradition by playing loud music and baking a treat to eat 
when everyone is finished.  

 Bedtime is a wonderful time to practise mindfulness and connect - use a breathing buddy 
(see section above), do a gratitude exercise, have an end of day closing ritual for example 
‘Rose, Bud, Thorn’ (see below) 

 Birthdays – Make birthday celebrations extra special. For 15 great ideas go to  
www.creativechild.com/articles/view/ways-to-give-joy-on-your-childs-birthday  

 Conversation ‘Key’ Jar – keep a jar full of questions that are great family conversation 
starters and that help children learn to become self aware. You can use it at dinner time or 
when out driving.  For a list of 48 questions you could use go to 
http://momastery.com/blog/2015/04/24/key-jar/  

 Date nights with mum or dad – take your child on a ‘date’ with you. These are a great way 
for children to get the one-on-one attention they crave. For five date night ideas go to  
www.mykidsadventures.com/daddy-date-mommy-date-ideas/  

 Family dinners - can also become mindful by not allowing phones at the table and having a 
moment of gratitude for the food.  Even simple things like positive affirmations and 
encouraging children to think before they speak can foster an environment of calmness, 
presence and compassion 

 Meal time - You can introduce some simple activities at meal time so that your children can 
begin to slow down and eat mindfully: 

o Invite your children to help prepare a meal. Talk to them about the changes in foods 
when they are cooked, such as boiling pasta. 

o Make sure to eat together as a family at the kitchen table and engage in mindful 
conversation. 

o Ask children to use their five senses to describe the food on their plates: colour, 
texture, smell, taste, sounds as they chew. 

o Talk about where the food comes from, such as farming or fishing. This is a great 
opportunity to address environmental and labour issues. 

o Have one minute of mindful eating during dinner 

 Rose, Bud, Thorn (1) -  this game is a favourite among all kids, even older ones. Try it once 
and your kids will ask for it at every meal. Each person takes a turn at night or before bed to 
describe the following:  

o A Rose - a good experience you had that day  
o A Thorn – the worst part of your day 
o A Bud – what you are looking forward to tomorrow 

For a different version see ‘Rose, Bud, Thorn (2)’ under “Positive Outlook, Values, Attitudes” 

 Take a photo in the same place every year on the first day of school. Marvel at how much 
bigger they are than last year. 

 Time capsule - A special way to celebrate a child's birthday or the arrival of a new year is to 
create a time capsule. Besides being a fun project for children, this will preserve treasured 
memories. For some ideas of what to include go to 
www.homecomingmagazine.com/article/making-a-time-capsule-for-kids/    
 

 

4.  

 Develop a signature awareness exercise (teenagers and adults) - Older kids and teens like to 
be led toward solutions, rather than having them suggested to them. For teens, help them 
focus their own calming response by asking what types of activities already make them feel 

http://www.creativechild.com/articles/view/ways-to-give-joy-on-your-childs-birthday
http://momastery.com/blog/2015/04/24/key-jar/
http://www.mykidsadventures.com/daddy-date-mommy-date-ideas/
http://www.homecomingmagazine.com/article/making-a-time-capsule-for-kids/
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more relaxed. Some examples are playing basketball, baking cookies, making playlists, hula-
hooping, or even taking a hot shower. Encourage teens to take a break and engage in their 
own signature awareness exercises when things get stressful.  

 Pre-adolescence, adolescence and beyond – By better understanding the adolescent 
experience as well as the many major developmental changes of this time, parents can 
become much better equipped to support their adolescent’s emerging independence and 
weather the many storms that come with these changes.  See Chapter 12 of The Everything 
Parent's Guide to Raising Mindful Children: Giving Parents the Tools to Teach Emotional 
Awareness, Coping Skills, and Impulse Control in Children  

 
 
 

5.  

 
A natural way to introduce children to mindfulness is through guided imagery. Guided imagery is a 
meditative process that uses visualisation and imagination to bring awareness to the mind-body 
connection. By relaxing into a vivid story they gain tools to deal with stress, pain or difficult feelings 
and it’s a wonderful way to connect with your child. 
 

 Body imagery - After you have relaxed each muscle group separately over a few sessions, try 
some imagery that involves the whole body: Pretend you are an ice cube or popsicle in a 
cold freezer (make yourself small and tight) when someone takes you out and places you in 
the warm sun where you began to melt. Imagine you are a piece of spaghetti (again make 
yourself hard and tense) when you get put into a pot of water to cook – you slowly become 
limp and floppy 

 Body scan for kids – For a transcript and audio recording go to  
www.mindful.org/mindfulness-meditation-guided-practices/#kids 

 CD’s or DVD’s – Young children can use guided relaxation meditations such as stories found 
on the Mindful Life Dreamzzz CD to help them with visualization    

 Elevator down - imagine an elevator going down three floors. (Older children may prefer to 
imagine more floors.) Imagine now that the elevator is in your body. When you are sitting, 
imagine the top floor is from your head to your chest. The next floor is from your chest to 
your belly, and the third from your belly to your seat. Begin at the crown of your head. On 
your next exhale mentally chant “three” as you imagine the elevator lowering from your 
crown to your chest. Pause for an inhale. When the doors open, imagine your breath coming 
in and freshening up the elevator, the way opening a window brings a fresh breeze into the 
room. On the next exhale, mentally chant “two.” Imagine going down another flight to your 
belly. Continue to the ground floor, chanting “one.” Pause and feel your seat on the ground 
floor and enjoy landing fully. 

 Guided imagery using a script - Guided imagery is directed by a script, either read by an 
adult or listened to on a recording. The script guides your child on a journey specific to their 
area of need. As you become more familiar with the process you may want to personalise 
your scripts or create your own based on your child’s interests. Experiment with what works 
for your child. Guided imagery should be done in a quiet environment, away from 
interruptions, TVs and electronics. Playing soft, relaxing music can help shut out background 
noise. And using the same music each time can help create a sensory reminder for the body 
to relax. Before starting a guided-imagery script, guide your child through a relaxation 
exercise to make them comfortable and to deepen the experience.  For some scripts to help 
you get started go to  www.themindfulword.org/2012/guided-imagery-scripts-children-
anxiety-stress/ or http://www.excelatlife.com/downloads/relaxation/children.htm  

http://www.themindfulword.org/2013/guided-meditation-script-children/
http://www.mindful.org/mindfulness-meditation-guided-practices/#kids
http://www.themindfulword.org/2012/guided-imagery-scripts-children-anxiety-stress/
http://www.themindfulword.org/2012/guided-imagery-scripts-children-anxiety-stress/
http://www.excelatlife.com/downloads/relaxation/children.htm
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 Imagery to help stabilise, settle kids’ energy and help them focus - This exercise can be used 
on its own or you can use it at the beginning of the meditation and at the end. You can ask 
children to breathe through their feet into the ground, imagining that they have roots like a 
plant going down with each out breath into the ground, getting stronger and wider and 
deeper. Then, when the roots have travelled firmly into the ground, ask them to imagine 
breathing up the strength from the earth through these roots into their feet, to the base of 
their spines and into their bodies.  

 Imagining my peaceful place - Dim the lights and put on some peaceful music.  Children 
imagine/visualise they are in one of their favourite places in the world. They imagine what 
they can see, hear, smell, taste and feel on their skin.  Children draw and write about this.  
Gem stone relaxation – as soon as gem touches forehead its magic starts to work 

 Internet - There are many guided meditations for children using visualisation freely available 
on the internet 

 Progressive muscle relaxation using imagery (PMR) – PMR is a relaxation technique where 
you tense different muscle groups and then relax them. Adults can do this easily by saying, 
“tense your feet, relax, now your legs.” Children have a harder time, so we can use imagery, 
just like for learning deep breathing. Start with some imagery that isolates each muscle 
group. Do just one activity during a session to start:  1.Feet and legs: Pretend you are 
standing in a mud puddle and are trying to get to the bottom – push your feet down hard 
into the mud. Now scrunch your toes and pretend the mud is squishing between your toes. 
Continue to squish the mud and push further down into the puddle. Now step out of the 
puddle and relax.   2.Tummy: Imagine that an elephant wants to sit on your stomach – make 
your stomach tight so that he cannot squish you. He has now walked away and you can 
make your tummy soft.  3.Hands and arms: Pretend to make lemonade by squeezing a 
lemon in your left, then your right hand. When you are done make your hand limp.  4.Arms 
and shoulders: Imagine you are a furry cat stretching up to the ceiling. Now stop and feel 
your arms go floppy.  5.Face and nose: Pretend a pesky fly has landed on your nose and try 
to get it off by scrunching your face – no hands! Whew, the fly is gone and your face goes 
soft.  6.Jaw: Imagine you are chewing bubble gum, hard candy, or a jawbreaker. You finally 
get the gum soft or the candy eaten. Feel your jaw go limp. After you complete an activity, 
remember to get the children to relax that body part. You can use words like, soft face, limp 
arms, or floppy legs to help the children understand what relaxed muscles feel like. Walk 
around the room and help each child to feel their relaxed muscles. 

 Sitting still like a frog – Practicing with the attention of a frog is an accessible way for 
children to tune into their breathing. You will need a quiet place. Introduce the exercise as 
follows: A frog is a remarkable creature. It is capable of enormous leaps, but it can also sit 
very, very still. Although it is aware of everything that happens in and around it, the frog 
tends not to react right away. The frog sits still and breathes, preserving its energy instead of 
getting carried away by all the ideas that keep popping into its head. The frog sits still, very 
still, while it breathes. Its frog tummy rises a bit and falls again. It rises and falls. Anything a 
frog can do, you can do too. All you need is mindful attention. Attention to breath. Attention 
to peace.  

 The squish and relax meditation - While the kids are lying down with their eyes closed, have 
them squish and squeeze every muscle in their bodies as tightly as they can. Tell them to 
squish their toes and feet, tighten the muscles in their legs all the way up to their hips, suck 
in their bellies, squeeze their hands into fists and raise their shoulders up to their heads. 
Have them hold themselves in their squished up positions for a few seconds, and then fully 
release and relax. This is a great, fun activity for "loosening up" the body and mind, and is a 
totally accessible way to get the kids to understand the art of "being present." 

 Using an organising image - Very useful when children are too overwhelmed or upset to 
calm down just by feeling a sensation or with breathing – ask them if their feeling/emotion 
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was an animal what would it be? What colour is it? Does it have a name? What does X (the 
animal) want to do? What is it doing now? Next time the child feels overwhelmed you can 
refer back to the animal and ask “is X (the animal) back?” Can we just sit and breathe with X 
for a bit?  Or What colour is the thing you are feeling? If it had a texture what texture would 
it be? Can you draw it for me? Ask anything that engages an organising image.    

 Using imagination -  
o Hold an imaginary cup of hot chocolate and have children gently blow it cool. Enjoy 

drinking it. 
o Take your pretend balloon out of your pretend pocket and blow it up with three 

deep breaths. (You can add an element of progressive muscle relaxation by 
squeezing the balloon flat before putting it back into your pretend pocket). 

o Cross your arms in an ‘x’ across your chest and smell the imaginary flowers in your 
left hand then blow out the imaginary candle in your right. 

o Add a selection of vegetables to your pretend soup, taste it… ow… too hot, now 
have everyone gently blow it cool so you can eat. 

o Have each child hold up 3 (or 4 or 5) fingers to represent candles. As they pretend to 
blow out each candle, they can lower that finger. 

 

6.   

 Become mindful of your speech (primary school to adults) - It’s a very interesting exercise to 
try to eliminate filler words from your speech. For example adding the word “like” or 
“basically” to every sentence. You can even turn this into a game where family members can 
gently remind us when we mindlessly fill our speech with filler words.   

 Encourage kind, respectful language – Role model for your children for example “Hey, 
remember we’re all working on using a kind voice.  We can speak respectfully.  Do you hear 
how my voice is calm?”  “Could you please use a kind voice?” or “I have a hard time 
understanding you when you talk to me like that.”                               

 Family prayer - Have family members say a prayer or something positive before a meal or 
before going to bed. 

 How you say it – The “how you say it” aspect of speech is particularly difficult for children to 
master. How something is said is most often interpreted based on tone of voice. The tone of 
someone’s voice is often a subconscious expression of their emotional state. When your 
child expresses herself in an inappropriate tone of voice, it is best to draw her attention to it. 
Help her notice and identify any feelings that may be affecting how she is speaking, and help 
her practice other, more appropriate tones of voice.  

 Right speech - Practise speech that is truthful, kind, gentle and helpful  

 T.H.I.N.K. before you speak - This acronym can also be applied to texting and emails.  You 
can use the five fingers of your hand to help remember each letter.  

o T – is it true? 
H – is it helpful? 
I – is it inspiring? 
N – is it necessary? 
K – is it kind? 

 Use positive language – Being mindful of the language we use is a powerful way to improve 
communication and support the relationship with your child. For a list of phrases that 
promote connection go to www.teach-through-love.com/support-files/language-model.pdf 
When you say what you want your child to do, his or her success rate will go up and you will 

http://www.teach-through-love.com/support-files/language-model.pdf
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both be happier.  However sometimes it is completely appropriate to say things like “No,” or 
“Stop” or “Don’t”.  Common phrases parents use with their children: 

 

Negative Positive 

Don’t hit/kick Keep your hands/feet to yourself 

Stop running Use walking feet 

Not so rough Be gentle 

Stop playing with your food Eat like a grown-up, please 

Don’t yell Use your inside voice 

Don’t be mean Be nice/kind 

Don’t chew with your mouth open Chew with your mouth closed  

Stop making a mess Put your toys where they belong  

Don’t talk back Be respectful or be quiet 

Don’t touch that Hands-off, leave that alone 

 
 

7. 

 

 
 Blow out the candle - When we experience anger, a stressful moment and so forth, an alarm 

goes off and we need to put out the ‘fire’ in our brain. We can explain this to children by 
having them imagine blowing out a birthday candle. Ask them to take a deep breath in and 
then push the breath out as if they are extinguishing a fire.  The more upset or stress 
someone is experiencing, the more birthday candles they will need to blow out. A great 
strategy for bringing our nervous system back into balance is to exhale longer than you 
inhale. Do three rounds of this breath cycle. This activates our prefrontal cortex and we can 
choose a thoughtful response rather than be at the mercy of our frustration. 

 Bottle breathing (young children to adults) - Using an empty bottle, show your child what 
happens when you pour the water into the bottle. The bottom of the bottle fills first. As you 
keep pouring the water gets higher and higher until it reaches the top. When you pour the 
water out, the water empties first from the top. Add food colouring to the water inside the 
bottle and say the “magical liquid” left in the bottle is just like the air we breathe. Pretend 
the bottle sits in our bodies, with the bottom part of the bottle in our bellies, and the neck of 
the bottle. When they breathe in, the air goes first to the bottom of the bottle and the 
magical liquid grabs all the bad feelings then leaves their body with the air they exhale. 

 Catch their stories – To try and make sense of our world our brains constantly create stories 
about why things are happening and what might happen next. These stories shape how we 
think, feel and act. The problem is our brain often focuses on the worst possible outcomes, 
so when your child is struggling, try to hear the stories they’re telling themselves. You could 
help them write or draw this. Are there any other explanations for what’s unfolding they 
might have missed? Add these to the page. How does this change the story and what do 
they want to do as a result? 

 Check your weather - Encourage your child to summon the weather report that best 
describes their feelings at the moment.  Sunny, rainy, stormy, calm, windy, tsunami? This 
activity allows children to observe their present state without overly identifying with their 
emotions. They can't change the weather outside, and we can't change our emotions or 
feelings either. All we can change is how we relate to them. Children can recognize, "I am 
not the downpour, but I notice that it is raining; I am not a scaredy-cat, but I realize that 
sometimes I have this big scared feeling somewhere near my throat." 
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 Check your weather script – Sit down comfortably somewhere, close or half close your eyes 
and take some time to determine how you are feeling right now. What is the weather like 
inside you? Do you feel relaxed and sunny inside? Or does it feel rainy or overcast? Is there a 
storm raging, perhaps? What do you notice? Without thinking much about it summon the 
weather report that best describes your feelings at the moment. Once you know how you 
are doing right now, just let it be….just as it is…; there is no need to feel or do anything 
differently. You cannot change the weather outside either, can you? Stay close to this feeling 
for a while. Direct your friendly attention to the clouds, the clear sky, or the storm that is 
brewing…this is how it is right now….; like the weather, you simply cannot change a mood.  
Later today the weather will be completely different again….; but right now this is how 
things are. And that is absolutely fine. Moods change. They blow over. There is no need to 
take any action. What a relief.  Afterwards you can ask the children to draw an image that 
illustrates their current weather report.  At the end of the day, check to see if the weather is 
the same or if it has changed.  It helps to know that nothing ever stays exactly the same.  

 Checking the weather of your family and friends – What mood are your parents in today? 
And how about your brother, sister, or friends? See if you can observe them like you would 
the weather outside – in a non-judgemental way. Sometimes it rains and sometimes it is 
sunny. This holds true for all of us. 

 First aid for worries – This exercise teaches children to shift their attention out of the head 
and to distance themselves from their thoughts. They can lower their attention like a small 
spider on a thread. Lower it farther and farther, all the way down into the abdomen. There 
are not thoughts inside the abdomen, only the breath – the calm movement of the breath. 
Deep down in the abdomen all is calm. There are no worries. There are no fights. There is 
peace and intense quiet. Whenever your child is worrying, he or she need do only two 
things: 1. Notice that he or she is worrying;  2. Move out of the head and down toward the 
breath in the abdomen. There are no thoughts in the abdomen.  If this exercise is too 
difficult an alternative is you ask your child if they are upset about anything?  Are there any 
worries? Things they are getting worked up about? Thinking about these worries (instead of 
not thinking about them) will reveal what they are all about. These thoughts can then be put 
into a box. The lid comes off, the worries go in, and the lid goes back on. Your child can then 
look at the box of worries from a distance, so they can see they are no longer in his or her 
head.  

 Heart-to-heart - In this exercise, the meaning of "heart" is less literal. In other words, this 
activity could also simply be called "Let's talk about feelings." So sit down and casually, 
comfortably ask the children to tell you about their feelings. What feelings do they feel? 
How do they know they are feeling those feelings? Where do they feel them in their bodies? 
Ask them which feelings they like the best. Then ask them what they can do to feel better 
when they aren’t feeling the feelings they like best. Remind them that they can always 
practice turning their thoughts into bubbles if they are upset, they can do the ‘Squish and 
Relax’ meditation if they need to calm down, and they can take a few minutes to listen to 
their breath or feel their heartbeats if they want to relax. 

 How mindfulness can help you support problem-solving skills (3 to 9 year olds) – See pages 
175-179 of The Everything Parent's Guide to Raising Mindful Children: Giving Parents the 
Tools to Teach Emotional Awareness, Coping Skills, and Impulse Control in Children  

 Inside Out – This movie can help children understand their emotions better and you can use 
it as a way to talk about emotions with your children.  Articles with suggestions to help 
facilitate discussion can be found at 
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/four_lessons_from_inside_out_to_discuss_wi
th_kids and www.lionsroar.com/how-inside-out-can-you-help-your-kids-to-talk-about-their-
emotions/    

http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/four_lessons_from_inside_out_to_discuss_with_kids
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/four_lessons_from_inside_out_to_discuss_with_kids
http://www.lionsroar.com/how-inside-out-can-you-help-your-kids-to-talk-about-their-emotions/
http://www.lionsroar.com/how-inside-out-can-you-help-your-kids-to-talk-about-their-emotions/
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 Journaling - Keep a journal in which you observe and note your inner and outer responses to 
life as it unfolds. 

 Laugh more - Laughter relaxes the whole body. A good, hearty laugh relieves physical 
tension and stress, leaving your muscles relaxed for up to 45 minutes after. Laughter 
decreases levels of cortisol (the stress hormone) in our brain and increases levels of 
dopamine (the pleasure hormone). 

 Make a calm (mind) jar - A calm jar is a bit like a snow globe. The jar represents our mind, 
and our thoughts and emotions are the coloured items in the jar.  Shake it up and watch the 
storm! But soon, if we sit and breathe and simply watch the disturbance, it settles, as do our 
minds. Instead of a jar you could use a glitter wand.  A short video of a lesson  using the 
mind jar is at   www.youtube.com/watch?v=joYd1yfn-QY   For a cartoon about the mind 
being like  a jar go to www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNmMH6tqiMc   For “Six Ways to Make a 
Calm Down Jar” go to www.preschoolinspirations.com/2014/11/13/6-ways-to-make-a-calm-
down-jar/  

 Making room for uncomfortable feelings - When an uncomfortable feeling comes up, 
mindfully ‘scan’ your body to tell where the most uncomfortable sensation is. Is it in your 
head? Stomach? Chest? Or somewhere else? Pick the most uncomfortable sensation and 
really pay attention to it. Use your imagination to describe what it might look like (e.g. An 
uncomfortable feeling in the stomach might feel like a heavy lump of clay), feel like (texture, 
temperature, does it move). Now slowly take some breaths and let all the air out of your 
lungs with each breath, letting your lungs fill up naturally each time. With each breath, 
imagine the air going around and through the uncomfortable feeling, making room in your 
stomach/chest/etc. The feeling doesn’t have to go away- you just need to make some more 
space for it. Put your hand on the part of your body where the uncomfortable feeling is and 
feel the weight, warmth and feel of your hand comforting you. You can say something to the 
feeling like, “I can feel you there, but it’s okay. I can still do what is important to me 
like…(going to school/doing the test/doing my homework etc). I don’t like this feeling but I 
can make room for it and still keep going.”  The idea behind this type of exercise is to 
provide children with the strategies to manage uncomfortable feelings instead of struggling 
against them (or avoiding situations that make them feel uncomfortable, such as school 
refusal. 

 Milkshake breathing (diaphragmatic breathing) - The quickest and most portable method of 
calming the anxiety response. Deep breath in through the nose and slow breath out through 
the mouth • Practice by placing one hand on belly and the other on the chest and watching 
the belly rise first as you breathe in. Keep the shoulders down! Then fill a clear cup about 
1/3 full for each child with water.  As they breathe out blow bubbles. If the “milkshake” spills 
they are breathing too quickly! 

 Noticing the breath - For older children who can hold their attention on their breath miss 
out having their hands in front of their faces. Get them to move their focus to the tips of 
their noses to notice the breath as it moves in and out, each out breath lets them feel more 
relaxed and lighter. The in breath is ‘cool’ and the out breath is ‘warm’. You can ask them to 
shake out all the thoughts they breathed into their hands as if they are helping to get rid of 
any worrying thoughts.  

 Observing your thoughts – After the children are comfortable and relaxed, ask them a few 
questions (examples are below) and as you do so have them “hear” the conveyor belt of 
thoughts that produce immediate answers in their heads. What thoughts pass by? Are they 
accompanied by images?  What is your favourite food? What makes you really happy? What 
do you worry about?  When you give your thoughts free rein, what are they about (give this 
last question a 20 second pause). Explain that thoughts are always busy, but you can choose 
whether to engage with them or just observe them briefly before letting them go again. It’s 
up to your whether you believe them or simply recognise them with a smile as old friend 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joYd1yfn-QY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNmMH6tqiMc
http://www.preschoolinspirations.com/2014/11/13/6-ways-to-make-a-calm-down-jar/
http://www.preschoolinspirations.com/2014/11/13/6-ways-to-make-a-calm-down-jar/
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with the habit of dropping by uninvited and telling tall tales. Once the process of observing 
your thoughts is giving you a sense of how those thoughts are trying to steer you (toward 
the kitchen cupboard where the potato chips are kept as soon as you think of potato chips 
or toward gloominess the minute you think about the math homework you just cannot do), 
you begin to get a much better insight into your thinking mind.  

 Out of your head and into your body – Suitable for older children. Instruct the children to lie 
down in a comfortable position either on their fronts or backs. Ask them to be aware they 
are lying down and to direct their attention to their body lying there.  Ask them what is going 
on? What are you noticing while lying here? Pay close attention to your body and to feel, 
from your head down to your toes, what is happening, bring your awareness to your body 
without reacting or ignoring anything.  Afterwards have them share their experiences, this 
can be a good opportunity for them to explore what is happening for them in more detail.  

 Peaceful mind, peaceful body, peaceful life - Thoughts can affect our physiological well-
being, so if our children are worried about something it can affect their bodies too, tummy 
upsets being a classic example. This is an example of how our physical bodies and thoughts 
are connected and how meditation helps to process emotions and change your child’s way 
of thinking: You sit down to meditate with your child and they notice that their shoulders are 
sore. You try the relaxation methods but you find that they become more aware of the 
tension and pain in their shoulders. As you encourage them to breathe into the area of their 
body you ask them to notice how they feel. They notice how irritated they feel.  Ask them to 
breathe into those feelings and notice any thoughts that spring to mind of something 
someone has said or done to upset them. They continue to breathe into this area of their 
body and the associated feelings, and as they notice the negative thoughts you ask them to 
let them go with each out breath. Perhaps you then ask them to choose a more positive 
thought with the in breath and continue to let go of negative thoughts with the out breath. 
As they start to do this, the tension in their shoulders starts to ease. 

 Putting thoughts on a bubble using a breathing buddy - Hand out a stuffed animal to each 
child (or another small object). If room allows, have the children lie down on the floor and 
place the stuffed animals on their bellies. Tell them to breathe in silence for one minute and 
notice how their Breathing Buddy moves up and down, and any other sensations that they 
notice. Tell them to imagine that the thoughts that come into their minds turn into bubbles 
and float away. The presence of the Breathing Buddy makes the meditation a little friendlier, 
and allows the kids to see how a playful activity doesn't necessarily have to be rowdy. 

 Put your negative thought on a star animation – go to http://www.pixelthoughts.co/  Then 
type what’s bothering you into a large star in the centre of the screen. The star begins to 
slowly fade away as the website prompts you to take a deep breath and reassures you that 
everything is okay and life is much grander than this thought.  

 Red and Green Thinking - Becoming aware of our self-talk. What is the difference between 
thoughts and feelings?  Thoughts in our head, feelings in our body.  Understanding the 
difference between two types of thoughts:  Unhelpful “RED” thoughts – STOP! e.g. “I can’t 
do this” “Nobody will like me”.  Helpful “GREEN” thoughts – GO! E.g. “I can try!” “I can make 
new friends”. Thoughts > Feelings > Behaviour. Some important things about red and green 
thoughts: It’s okay to have red thoughts – everybody does. But we want to have them less 
often. What’s important is what we do with our red thoughts (i.e. turn them into green 
thoughts!). Green thoughts need to be realistic. They do not mean we are lying to ourselves. 
Green thoughts don’t always necessarily make you feel good, but they can make you feel 
better, especially in very difficult situations.  
Extra Activity Idea: Musical Chairs, like traditional musical chairs, but instead of playing 
music, the facilitator gives examples of red and green thoughts. When the children hear a 
red thought everyone sits down. 

http://www.pixelthoughts.co/
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Extra Activity Idea: The group leader provides children with a range of situations or topics.  
Children draw their red thoughts on a red balloon and then pop them to get rid of their 
unhelpful red thoughts. Children draw their green thoughts on a green balloon and then 
display it in the classroom or take it home to remind them of their helpful, green thoughts. 
Extra Activity Idea: Red and green thought battle. Two children are each given a red or green 
light saber and a situation. The child holding the red light saber says a red thought and place 
the red light saber out in front of them. The other child challenges it with a green thought 
and places their light saber on top of the red one.  This pattern continues until eventually 
the green thought wins! 

 The spaghetti test -  This exercise teaches a teenager to relax his or her body like a strand of 
spaghetti and is particularly useful for those who are about to take a test or an exam. Go to 
www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-
Times.pdf  
 
 



8.  

Young children can be taught mindfulness, starting with small amounts and leveraging activities that 
they already enjoy such as exploring new things and playing.  Learning that is connected to happy, 
positive emotional experience, such as learning that is playful or makes you laugh, causes the 
information to get stored in the long-term memory part of your brain. Conversely, learning that takes 
place in conditions that cause stress and anxiety is stored in short-term memory and is not available 
for long-term use. As we introduce the practice of mindfulness to children we want make it as 
positive an experience as possible. When kids create a positive experience with the mindfulness skills 
they are learning they are more likely to access those skills when they really need them. So while 
stillness and quiet is important and necessary, don’t be afraid to get wild, play and laugh a lot, too 
(Kristen Race PhD). 
 

 Enjoy craft time with your child 

 Mindful play - Put out some finger paints, a water or sand table or any kind of fun activity 
into which kids can really get their hands into. You can have them begin the exercise with 
their breathing cycles. As they play, guide them to be fully present in the moment whenever 
they get distracted. You can focus on their senses— what they see, hear, feel and smell. 
Invite them to notice how the water slips through their fingers or runs down their arm, how 
sand shifts and pours out of the hand or how the colours of finger paints swirl together to 
blend into new colours. Allow them to go for as long as they’re engaged in the activity and 
see how long they focus on it. You can end the play session with five breathing cycles. 

 Outside activities – If it feels like a lesson, children won’t be interested. If it’s a game, they’ll 
love it.  Try to find ways to be truly present with your children, rather than mutually 
distracted - 

o Roar into the wind together: Out on a windy day, maybe at the beach? Bust your 
kids out of quiet time and roar into the wind. Celebrate our interconnection with 
nature. (And yelling just feels good.) 

o Look at ants: We know kids like to use magnifying glasses to turn the sun’s rays into 
laser beams of destruction. They might be surprised to learn they can also be used 
to observe interesting things. Look at ants. See how much they can carry. How they 
navigate giant obstacles. How they work as a team. (Just make sure not to fry them.) 

o Watch plants grow: Choose a plant—outdoors or indoors—and take time to notice 
its growth. You can record the changes by taking photos and comparing them. 

http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf
http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf
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 Using classic games - (young children and primary school aged children) -  
o Green light, red light may elicit a lot of giggles, but it also requires a great bit of 

focus for pre-schoolers to do well. To play, colour a piece of paper green on one side 
and red on another. A leader stands facing the kids a small distance away. Kids start 
in an even line. When the paper is turned green-side out, the kids advance toward 
the leader. When the paper is flipped red-side out, kids must stop immediately. Kids 
who don’t are out of the game. Keep turning the paper, stopping, starting, until one 
child reaches the leader then becomes the leader. If you don’t want to use a piece of 
paper, the leader can also turn her back to the group when the light is “green” and 
turn to face the group when the light is “green.” Simon Says taps the same kind of 
focus.   

o 1-2-3 Yoga tree! Here’s how to play: A group of kids (or even your family) lines up on 
one end of a field or large room. One person faces away from the group at the other 
end and says, “one, two, and three…” as everyone in the group moves towards the 
person is counting. After the counter says, “three,” the counter waits and then yells 
out, “tree!” prompting everyone to freeze where they are in Tree Pose. The 
objective is to reach the counter; the first one to do so becomes the counter and 
you start again. To slow things down, decide before the counter begins that the 
group will move in the manner of an animal such as a crab (doing crab walk), a bear, 
a snake, eagle, dog, etc.  

o ‘Pick-up sticks’, ‘Jenga’ (or similar games) and building houses out of playing cards 
are great games that can help your child develop patience and concentration.    

 

 

9.  

Slow mindful movement involves bringing attention to the sensations of a state between busy 
activity and stopping.  Mindful movement encourages grace, helps calm, and enhances focus and 
concentration. 
 

 Breath dance - This activity is best with at least three people. Have everyone grab an end of 
a blanket, towel, or play parachute. Start close together and then inhale as a group. While 
breathing in, back up and expand the blanket. During the exhale, move in close together. 
The tightening and loosening of the blanket demonstrates how we breathe in and out. 
Children also enjoy moving their bodies during this routine. 

 Duct tape maze – This activity helps us practice mindful mind skills such as managing 
distractions, noticing, perseverance, revising, planning, reasoning, interdependence, 
collaboration. For a video and instructions go to  
http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/duct-tape-
maze.html  

 Hand clapping games – These games help children to focus and develop coordination. 
Examples can be found at http://www.todaysparent.com/family/10-classic-hand-clapping-
games-to-teach-your-kid/   

 Heartbeat exercise - Have the kids jump up and down in place for one minute. Then have 
them sit back down and place their hands on their hearts. Tell them to close their eyes and 
feel their heartbeats, their breath, and see what else they notice about their bodies. 

 Heart hands – Have your child create a heart shape with their hands. As they breathe in, 
they slowly expand their hands to a heart shape. As they breathe out, they slowly collapse 
their hands into two fists side by side.  

http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.co.uk/p/mindful-mind-skill.html
http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.co.uk/p/mindful-mind-skill.html
http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.co.uk/p/mindful-mind-skill.html
http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.co.uk/p/mindful-mind-skill.html
http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/duct-tape-maze.html
http://meditationandmindfulnessforchildren.blogspot.com.au/2013/03/duct-tape-maze.html
http://www.todaysparent.com/family/10-classic-hand-clapping-games-to-teach-your-kid/
http://www.todaysparent.com/family/10-classic-hand-clapping-games-to-teach-your-kid/
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 Kids yoga – ‘Cosmic Kids Yoga’ is freely available on youtube, go to  
www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga  or a good article is ‘12 Kid-Friendly Yoga Poses to 
Inspire a Happy 2016’ Simple poses with fun names and great illustrations, go to  
www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23064/12-kid-friendly-yoga-poses-to-inspire-a-happy-
2016.html  or http://childhood101.com/2016/04/yoga-for-kids-a-walk-through-the-garden/  

 Metamorphosis – The child starts in child’s pose, that is they make their body very small and 
they can imagine they are a tiny acorn tucked snugly into the earth.  What to say: When you 
feel the rain (patter your fingers lightly on your child’s back) inhale and start to slowly, 
slowly begin to grow up and out of your seed. Trees grow very slowly. How slow can you go? 
First, put up one shoot…then another…and slowly start to stand up. Keep breathing…now 
come onto one foot to grow your trunk strong and tall. Start to grow your branches and 
leaves up to the sky. Now, sprout some new baby acorns by spreading your fingers out wide, 
“Pop, pop, pop.” You did it!  Once fully ‘grown’ have them hold a tree pose whilst the adult 
pretends to blow the trees leaves to and fro. They then slowly settle down back onto the 
floor.   

 Moving and resting mindfully - Students experience that they can know more about their 
physical and mental states by attending to the body and they can practcontrol over their 
body and mind. Show students how to take their pulse. Practise with a stop watch. You 
might want to do only 15 seconds or 30 if the students are young and cannot count to 60. 
Pulse can be measured on the neck, on the wrist, and at the base of the throat, for example. 
Ask, When do you feel your heart pounding? When is your pulse slow? Why? (The heat 
accelerates when exercising or when we are stressed.) While talking, explore by asking, How 
do you think your heart is now–slow, medium or fast? Take your pulse and see. Now get 
active and then measure pulse. Now ask, Do you know a way we could bring our heart rate 
down to its highest? (Like jumping jacks or running) and to get it going at its lowest? (Like 
mindful breathing or resting) Let students get active and measure pulse again. Let them talk 
about the signs that the body is active (sweating, breathing hard, etc.) Now let them choose 
a restful activity and then measure pulse. Let students describe their experience. Relate 
these experiences to mindfulness. Ask, How can being mindful of your body’s signals help 
you care for your body? Are there times when you are not exercising that you might notice a 
faster pulse or other signs of stress? What can you do then? See how we can help our brain 
and body work together to keep the body healthy and safe? 

 Mirroring - Move slowly and ask your child to mirror your movements, then change roles. 

 Mirror, Mirror (young children to teenagers) - This is a great game that requires focused 
concentration to play. Two people stand facing each other looking into one another’s eyes. 
One is the leader and the other is the “mirror.” A third participant watches the two. The goal 
is for the “mirror” to mimic whatever physical movements the leader makes so accurately 
that the person watching can’t tell who is the leader and who is the mirror.   

 Robots, Towers, Jellyfish - The facilitator calls out either “robots”, “towers”, or “jellyfish” and 
children are to take this position as described below. You could do a variation of “Simon 
Says...”.  Robots – Children stand with legs slightly bent, arms out stretched at 90º and entire 
body tense and firm.  Towers – Children stand up tall with arms directly raised above their 
heads. They make their entire body tense and firm.  Jellyfish – Children relax every part of 
their body and make their muscles feel loose and floppy. Throughout the activity the 
facilitator may wander around the group and comment on the tense or floppy the children 
have made their bodies. 

 Take a "noticing walk." - Stroll through your neighbourhood and notice things you haven't 
seen before. Designate one minute of the walk where you are completely silent and simply 
pay attention to all the sounds you can hear -- frogs, birds, a lawnmower. Or take a walk in 
nature and consciously open your senses to the richness of the experience. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
http://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23064/12-kid-friendly-yoga-poses-to-inspire-a-happy-2016.html
http://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23064/12-kid-friendly-yoga-poses-to-inspire-a-happy-2016.html
http://childhood101.com/2016/04/yoga-for-kids-a-walk-through-the-garden/
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 Tree pose (young children to adults) - A wonderful balance pose that is good for advanced 
and beginning yogi, an additional benefit of Tree Pose is that it is impossible to be a good 
Tree without your body coming to a complete stop and being fully at rest. Stand with your 
feet slightly apart, upright posture, arms at your sides, feeling the weight of your body 
evenly distributed between both legs. Press the soles of your feet into the floor. Slowly shift 
your weight on to your right leg. Raise your left leg, bending at the knee, and bring the sole 
of your foot to rest against your right leg just below the knee or against your inner thigh, if 
you are able. Keep both hips squared to the front. Bring your palms together in front of your 
chest. Balance on your right leg, feeling the strength of your connection and grounding to 
the floor. Relax and breathe.  

 Walking mindfully - Eventually you’ll want to show the kiddies that mindfulness is not just 
for sitting still. Go for a short walk with them and teach them to be mindful while in 
motion. Have them start with focusing on the breath, then as you begin walking invite them 
to notice how the ground feels under their feet as they walk, what the movement of the 
body feels like when in motion. You could draw their attention to feeling other associated 
sensations of walking like the clothing moving against their skin or the breeze moving 
through their hair. Aim to guide them to feel these sensations and not to get into labelling 
them or thinking about them. Every now and then you can suggest they return their 
attention to their breathing to help keep them in focus. 

 
 
 

10.  

Young children can be taught to meditate, starting with small amounts and leveraging activities that 
they already enjoy such as exploring new things and playing. However even better, is for parents to 
embody mindfulness with their kids. 
 
Examples of embodying mindfulness -  

o Give them your full attention when speaking with them 
o Give them a mindful hug (Note: we need to be mindful and respectful of the child’s 

boundaries re being touched, hugged etc) 
o Take them outside, get them to close their eyes, place different objects in their 

hands and ask them to describe and name the object using only touch 
o Move slowly and ask them to mirror your movements, then change roles.” 

 For boys - Do things with them and spend time together in non-doing, which sometimes 
looks like fishing, or playing catch or hangout out in a field looking at clouds.  

 Meditating with your kids (young children to adults) - It can be fun to share sitting 
meditation with your kids. First, it must be something they are interested in trying. A good 
idea is to make it part of the bedtime routine. In their room, keep a singing bowl, some 
candles, and special pillows to use as meditation cushions. Explain what a mindful body 
looks like (sitting crisscross, spine straight, and hands resting on your lap). As part of the 
routine you can light the candles and let your child decide whether they wanted to practise 
mindful breathing or mindful listening (bringing focused awareness to the sounds that you 
hear). You can also let them choose the amount of time (usually between three and five 
minutes). You can use an app on your phone that allows you to set a timer and a nice chime 
rings when the time is up which your child can be in charge of setting. Some nights your 
child will be very still and focused; on others more restless and that is okay. Part of the 
benefit for your child is simply observing you as you meditate. While it is great to meditate 
with your children, it is critical to dedicate a separate time for your own practice. 
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 The Three-Breath Hug (young children to primary school aged children) - The next time your 
little one has a meltdown, one of those where she just can’t stop sobbing, try the Three-
Breath Hug. It is as simple as it sounds. Hug her closely and take three deep breaths in 
unison. This helps teach children how to calm themselves, it calms the stress response, and 
it feels great for you, too! 

 Time in the garden - Spend time mindfully gardening with your children. Let them feel the 
sun on their bodies, feel the earth, rocks and so on.   

 Use your non-dominant hand - Your dominant hand is the hand you use to throw a ball or 
write your name. As anyone who’s ever had a broken arm or hand can tell you, switching to 
your non-dominant hand even for simple tasks requires a great deal of concentration! While 
simple, this task requires focused attention and awareness in the present moment. Most of 
us can write our name or feed ourselves without conscious will of what our hand is actually 
doing; here we are forced to be present and engaged. As a family, you can try eating with 
your non-dominant hand (forks are easiest—don’t try soup right off the bat). Have kids use 
their non-dominant hand to write their name on top of their homework, being as neat as 
they can. Experiment with other activities and see what you discover. I, for some reason, 
throw a Frisbee better with my non-dominant hand. Are their certain activities that your 
family members can do easily or better with the other hand or foot? 

 

11.  

Real meaning and true happiness come from thinking about other people, and from actions that 
bring meaning or joy to other peoples’ lives.  In countless studies, kindness, gratitude and generosity 
have been linked to greater life satisfaction, stronger relationships, and better mental and 
physical health.  When we pay attention to these emotions it strengthens the neural connections in 
the prefrontal cortex and allows us to bring a more positive focus to our day-to-day lives. Making 
exercises like the ones below part of your family’s daily routine does just this.  
 

 2 questions to help foster kindness – at dinner ask your children two questions: What’s one 
kind thing you did today? And then, what’s one kind thing somebody else did for you? Two 
things happen once you start practicing kindness and compassion. As you begin to do kind 
things for people, they start reciprocating. And because you’re more conscious of kindness—
and more observant—you start noticing acts of kindness everywhere. 

 13 Children’s Books That Encourage Kindness Towards Others – a brief outline of each book 
is at www.buzzfeed.com/emeynardie/13-childrens-books-that-encourage-kindness-toward-
26paw  

 Compliment ball – Have the students stand or sit around in a circle where they take turns 
throwing a ball. When it is their turn to throw, they call out the name of a classmate and 
while throwing the ball they say something positive about the recipient. The recipient says 
“Thank you”.  Repeat over a period of time.  This exercise can help make the classroom a 
more positive place.  

 Counting kindnesses challenge – Help your children see how kindness is a super power. 
Award your children points for acts of kindness. After a challenge is completed ask them 
how they felt pursuing these and help them to notice the impact it can have. 

 Establish a gratitude practice -  Gratitude is a fundamental component of mindfulness, 
teaching our children to appreciate the abundance in their lives, as opposed to focusing on 
all the toys and goodies that they crave. For example at dinner have each family member 
share one thing they are thankful for.  

http://www.buzzfeed.com/emeynardie/13-childrens-books-that-encourage-kindness-toward-26paw
http://www.buzzfeed.com/emeynardie/13-childrens-books-that-encourage-kindness-toward-26paw
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 Gratitude 1 – Help your children grow their gratitude by checking in each night at the dinner 
table for the best part of their day and why they’re grateful for it 

 Gratitude  2 – A few ways families can practise gratitude in meaningful ways so that our kids 
learn what it means to be thankful:  

o Express your appreciation for each other.  Try to do on a regular basis, for example 
the 1st of the month.  Or when it is someone’s birthday, go around the table and 
each person expresses what they appreciate about that person. It might feel 
uncomfortable or ‘cheesy’ at first, but give it a go and see what amazing things the 
kids have to say. 

o Acknowledge the small stuff. When we practise mindfulness it helps us to be present 
in our relationships and pay attention to our environment. Often it is easy to go 
through the day distracted, out of sync with our environment and the people around 
us. When you are with your kids, be intentional about noticing the beautiful flowers, 
bright blue sky, the helpful person at the coffee counter, and the nice man who held 
the door for you. Your appreciation for the little things around you will rub off on 
your kids. 

o Make a gratitude jar. This can be a fun project for kids. Find a container and let the 
kids decorate it. Cut out some pieces of scratch paper and put them in a convenient 
place so that family members can write down things they feel grateful for and place 
the paper in the jar. If kids can’t yet write, then having them draw a picture of 
something works great also! Then, open the jar once a week, or once a month or at 
the end of the year and read what everyone has written. 

o Make it part of your bedtime routine. Take a few minutes at the end of each day to 
show appreciation for the little things in your life for which you are thankful. It is 
important for parents to model gratitude for meaningful things like relationships, 
kindness, and the natural beauty in your environment (rather than your 60 inch 
plasma TV or your new i-Pad). This is a wonderful way to end each day! 

 Giving compliments (young children to adults) - For one week go out of your way to give 
someone a genuine compliment once a day. Model for your children the difference between 
a meaningful compliment related to behaviour, “I appreciate that you wake up early every 
morning and make me coffee!” versus more materialistic compliments that don’t really 
reflect on the person such as “I like your shirt.” Have each member of the family write down 
what they said. At the end of the week discuss what you did and how it made you feel.   

 I like you because….. – Each family member is given a piece of paper with the names of all 
family members and relatives. Take your time to call to mind what you appreciate about the 
others. Then after every name you write one sweet, nice or unforgettable thing about that 
person. Fold the paper in half and give it to your mum or dad who then keeps the notes. A 
few weeks later, he or she takes them all out again to compile lists of the compliments made 
by each person. One day everyone will find his or her personal list under their pillow.  

 Loving kindness breath practice - Think with the in and out breath - when breathing in think 
“breathe in peace”, when breathing out think “breathe out love” 

 Loving kindness meditation 1 – Have your child focus on their breathing and relax. Instruct 
them to think of someone they love or really care about. They focus on the feelings they 
have for them. Now they think of someone they dislike or do not get on with. Try to get 
them to keep the positive feelings from before and focus on the person they dislike.   

 Loving kindness meditation 2 – Have your child relax. Instruct them to send love and 
kindness to their feet and ankles and then to their heart. Ask them to notice what they feel 
in their hearts and in their bodies and their minds when they think about being gentle and 
kind. Instruct the child to let that feeling grow and send it out to everyone else.  For a good 
video of this meditation go to www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRwQrzogy-g  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRwQrzogy-g
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 Loving kindness ‘metta’ meditation – Metta is a practise of making wishes for our well-being 
and for the well-being of others.  Start by practicing some calming breaths together and 
encourage your child to close her eyes. The first phrase is, “May I be happy.” As she breathes 
in, suggest that she might like to smile. Breathing out, she can think, “May I be happy.” This 
does not mean that she has to be happy in this moment. She’s just experimenting with her 
thoughts, understanding how it feels to wish happiness for herself. The second phrase is 
“May I be safe.” Breathing in, she might like to think about something that comforts her: a 
stuffed animal or a hug from a special grown-up. It’s okay if her mind doesn’t want to latch 
onto anything too specific. Saying the words is enough. With her exhalation, she can think, 
“May I be safe.” The third phrase is “May I be strong.” Strength can be understood as having 
good health or the courage not to fall down when life doesn’t seem to be going our way. 
Breathing in, still and steady, your child can visualize herself in whatever way feels good for 
her, and breathing out, she can think, “May I be strong.” The final phrase, “May I live with 
ease,” refers to freedom from suffering in both body and mind. It can be translated for a 
child as, “May things not be difficult for me, but if they are, may I not have too much 
difficulty with the difficulty.” Breathing in, she might like to envision a raft, floating 
effortlessly over waves as they come and go, and breathing out, she can think, “May I live 
with ease.”  Now, buoyed by good feelings, your child is ready to practise metta for others: 
someone she loves, a neutral person, a more difficult person, and finally for all beings 
everywhere. Teach her to recite the same phrases for others that she used for herself. You 
might ask your child, “How does practicing metta make you feel?” or “What do you like most 
about metta?”  She might find metta can ease the upsets of her inner landscape and is 
always within her reach. 

 My favourite things (primary school to adults) - Ask your child what they already do that 
makes them happy, anything that makes the time seem to float by. Have them make a list. 
Not only can your child turn to the list for informal mindfulness practice ideas, but the list 
itself can help pull a moody child out of a judgmental slump.   

 Pay it forward (primary school to adults) - Think of someone in your life that could use a little 
support, love, good energy (this could be a co-worker, classmate, grandparent, or friend). 
Help your child think of ways to brighten their day and then do it!  For example take them a 
flower or draw them a picture. 

 Random acts of kindness - www.randomactsofkindness.org/ A great website for parents and 
teachers with free resources for children aged from kindergarten to year 12 on kindness and 
many other values or see an article “16 Ways to Start 2016 with Kindness” 
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/15213589b1b67361 

 Ready, Set, Happy  (http://www.16guidelines.org/study/16g-resources/product/view/11/37) 

which is based on the 16 Guidelines for a Happy Life (www.16guidelines.org),  a non-

religious program of universal values for daily life, designed for children 

 Rose, Bud, Thorn (2) - Remember that roses need not be grand, buds need not be earth 
shattering, and thorns need not be scandalous. Listen attentively and acknowledge the little 
things that shape your children’s day.  Each person takes a turn at night or before bed to 
describe the following:  

o Rose - paying attention to your rose, something good that you experienced over the 
course of the day enables you to bring conscious awareness to good experiences so 
they don't bounce right off. You have to hold your attention on them for several 
seconds to engrave them in your neural pathways.  

o Bud - a bud is an act of kindness that you witnessed or initiated. When children 
know these acts will be discussed at the end of a day, they will look for opportunities 
for kindness throughout the day, and their brains will begin to focus on the positive 
experiences rather than the negative.  

http://www.randomactsofkindness.org/
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/15213589b1b67361
http://www.16guidelines.org/study/16g-resources/product/view/11/37
http://www.16guidelines.org/
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o Thorn - acknowledging a thorn, a mistake you learned from that day helps children 
acknowledge and reframe their mistakes, which can help build resilience.  It also 
reminds everyone that mistakes are a part of life and an opportunity for growth, and 
diminishes the perception that we need to be perfect, which triggers a lot of stress 
in the brain and results in kids not wanting to take risks. Reinforce that mistakes are 
great opportunities to learn for the future by asking, "If you could have a re-do, how 
would you do things differently?" 
 

 Shine (Attitude) box -  is a box where your child can store all of the notes, certificates, 
ribbons, and awards they receive that remind them of their Shine. Why? Because shining is 
hard work and some days we might find ourselves focusing more on what's wrong with our 
situation than on what's right. When that happens, we can combat our feelings of sadness, 
confusion, hopelessness, or lethargy by curling up under a blanket, with a warm drink, and 
digging through the affirming treasures in our Shine Attitude Boxes. Five or ten minutes of 
reading notes from friends, relatives, teachers or others about the difference you've made is 
sometimes all we need to turn around an attitude. Other items could include: pictures of 
successes; certificates; newspaper clippings, and short accounts of successful experiences.  
The box could be an old shoe box or shirt box they decorate. They could also cut out words 
or pictures from magazines which they thought best described them. 

 Teach and role model patience (primary children to adults) - Notice when you find yourself 
becoming impatient and try to reframe those events that make you impatient. If you find 
yourself stuck in traffic or placed on hold, use this time as an opportunity to practise mindful 
seeing, listening, or bring your awareness to your breath. What good can you find in this 
moment? Model this behaviour explicitly for your kids. If you’re stuck in traffic with your 
child, for example, instead of ranting about the work being done on the freeway say, “Oh 
good, now I have a chance to catch up with you about your day!” 

 The praise pancake (young children to adults) - This exercise allows us time and space to let 
the good sink in. Since our brains are more focused and sensitive to negative information, 
we often let good experiences, or compliments pass us by like water off a duck’s back. Take 
a moment to let the good sink in. Before bed have your child list three good things that 
happened to him that day. Then have him imagine he is a pancake lying there, and the good 
experiences are the syrup sinking in. See if he can notice sensations in his body as he does 
this. The only down side is that it might make him hungry!  

 The wishing tree - This visualisation technique introduces children the process of patience, 
trust and letting go. It helps them to visualise their desires, teaching them to have faith in 
change and encouraging them to let go – to let go of the desire to control, to let go of things 
they cannot influence. Eventually they will realise that once they stop obsessing about it, a 
change is more likely to come.  Go to www.elinesnel.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf  

 Who was a good friend to you today? (primary school to adult) - Instead of talking about 
what went wrong during the day only, take a moment to talk with your child about who was 
a good friend to them today. What did they do that made them feel good? Did they let that 
friend know that they helped them or made them feel better? What feelings did that 
friend’s generosity of spirit inspire in your child? 

 WWW (What went well?) - At the end of the school day ask your students:  “What went 
well?”. It is a starter for conversation for reflecting on their day and encourages the children 
to think about the positive aspects of their day. Hopefully they walk out at 3 o’clock in a 
happier frame of mind.  You can also do this activity with your children after school or some 
other activity. 

 

http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf
http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf
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12.  

 Attend children’s programs that help introduce meditation and mindfulness practices in a 

fun and kid-friendly way 

 

 

13.   

Sensory activities are engaging, fun and often calming for kids. Children come into this world wired to 
find out about their surroundings. By providing sensory experiences we enhance their development, 
and often help them regulate emotions. We carry with us our 5 senses – touch, taste, smell, hearing 
and sight – but we often register those sensations unconsciously. Using mindfulness, we can become 
aware, accepting and mindful of the external world. We can only see, smell, touch, taste and hear in 
the present so when we bring  curiosity, acceptance and attention to these sensations, present 
moment awareness is cultivated and the attention muscle is trained.   We also start experiencing 
how sounds, thoughts,feelings, sensations and so on are temporary and constantly changing.  

  
 Sensory Activities for Toddlers, Preschoolers and Big Kids – includes a downloadable 

printable sensory activities list  http://creativewithkids.com/category/activities-and-
crafts/sensory-activities/  

 Spiderman meditation - This meditation teaches children to activate their "spidey-senses" 
and their ability to focus on all they can smell, taste, and hear in the present moment. 
http://kidsrelaxation.com/uncategorized/spider-man-practicing-mindfulness-and-increasing-
focus/ 

 Mindful walk (primary school to adults) - Even if you take a walk through a park or along a 
tree-lined street, spend 5 minutes on mindful listening, 5 minutes on mindful seeing, and 5 
minutes on mindful smelling. What did you notice? 

 A number of simple mindfulness meditations for children using the senses can be found at 
www.themindfulword.org/2013/mindfulness-meditations-children/  

 Notice four things - Get everyone to sit in a circle with their backs to each other. Lead them 
through this process. The first dozen times you will find it quite a verbal activity but slowly 
this will become second nature, you might just need to say “Hear”, “See”, “Smell”, “Feel”. 
This is something you can do every day as a family activity. Remember it will take them a 
little while to get used to it, but schedule it in after teeth cleaning at night or before you 
head out the door in the morning. The great thing about this technique is you can do it 
anywhere, even while you are walking the dog. If you are in a panic you can just choose one to 
get back into the moment, right now, this second, where there are no problems.  
STEP 1 – WHAT CAN YOU SEE? Think about it. If your eyes are closed- what shapes can you see, 
colours? If your eyes are open, what is in your foreground? What is further afield? What do the 
clouds look like? 
STEP 2- WHAT CAN YOU SMELL? Can you smell food? How about your perfume? Or if you are 
lying with your baby maybe you are lucky enough to have that newborn baby smell right nearby. 
STEP 3- WHAT CAN YOU HEAR? What can you hear nearby? Now.. concentrate.. What can you 
hear outside the room, beyond the trees?  

STEP 4- WHAT CAN YOU FEEL? Maybe you can feel the wind or perhaps the clothes on your 
body? Step 4 will centre you totally, putting you back into your body. 
FINALLY Remember to breathe. Remember to Smile! NOW you are ready to go!  

 

 

http://creativewithkids.com/category/activities-and-crafts/sensory-activities/
http://creativewithkids.com/category/activities-and-crafts/sensory-activities/
http://kidsrelaxation.com/uncategorized/spider-man-practicing-mindfulness-and-increasing-focus/
http://kidsrelaxation.com/uncategorized/spider-man-practicing-mindfulness-and-increasing-focus/
http://www.themindfulword.org/2013/mindfulness-meditations-children/
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a.  

 Candle gazing – You can use a flameless battery tea light candle for younger children. A 
colour changing LED candle is very engaging for all ages. The child sits comfortably and 
focuses their eyes on the candle flame as they breathe in….and breathe out….. Challenge 
your child to hold their gaze for longer periods of time with each session. You might begin 
with 20 seconds and work up to 2 minutes or more over the course of your sessions 
together.  

 Celebrate beauty (young children to adults) - Whether it is the Mona Lisa or a mountain 
vista, we are surrounded by beautiful things: ornate buildings, stars, sunsets, cute babies, 
changing leaves. Look for beautiful things in your day.   

 Look and remember – Place 12 objects on a tray.  Ask the children to look carefully at the 
objects for 30 seconds, after which they will be covered with a cloth, then they write down 
the objects they just saw. If children express any negative comments about their efforts 
assure them their thoughts are not always right. Repeat the exercise three times a week for 
two weeks. This exercise helps to develop concentration.  

 Notice what is around you (primary school to adults) - Pick an object in your environment 
that you are going to be intentional in noticing. You can choose any object, though for 
starters trees are wonderful to notice. Pay attention to all the different types, colours, 
leaves, bark textures, and smells of the trees around you. Other fun things to notice are 
spider webs, clouds, stars, flowers, buildings, or even certain kinds of houses. 

 Notice your favorite colour (young children to adults) - Have one of your kids pick a colour at 
the beginning of the day. Notice how many things you see over the course of the day that 
are that colour. Write them down if it helps you keep track. Talk about your findings over 
dinner.   

 Noticing the present moment (young children to adults) - Walking or driving to school, have 
your child look for things that are new or unusual along the route. Identify weather patterns, 
the shifting seasons, or stop to notice the sun playing across water, trees beginning to leaf 
out, or the changing colour of the seasons. 

 Star gaze (young children to adults) - This is a task that’s easier to do outside of the bright 
lights of the city, but even in an urban environment you can see a few stars at night. Take a 
moment to really notice the stars, their vastness, and their brightness. You can appreciate 
the moon or clouds in the same way. 

 Teaching mindfulness using colour - Colour is a perfect opportunity to tap into our children’s 
wonder. We can use it to encourage them to be more mindful of their surroundings. Colour 
is everywhere–we just need to open our eyes and soak it in. Here are some simple ways to 
teach your children mindfulness through colour: 

o Go on a walk or bike ride and take time to look at and discuss the gorgeous colours 
you find all around in nature. 

o Observe the many colourful foods at the grocery store or right inside your 
refrigerator. 

o Visit a garden or flower shop and soak in the beauty of the colourful flowers and 
plants. 

o Show your children how beautiful colours are in water by dropping food dye into a 
bowl. Mix the dyes in a number of ways to create multiple colours. 

o Open a box of crayons or paint and mix and match them. Talk to your children about 
how each colour makes them feel. 

o Have them visually paint or draw a picture in their mind using different colours. You 
can guide them in painting a rainbow or a nature seen with a yellow sun, green tree, 
blue pond, etc. 
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o Let your children focus on colouring without the pressure to stay in the lines or 
follow directions. One mindfulness colouring book created specifically for children is  
Mindfulness Coloring Book for Children: A Fantastic Introduction to Mindfulness for 
Children 

o The Rainbow Breath meditation (www.nataliakuna.com/meditations-for-
children.html ) asks children to breathe in each colour, and provides an emotion for 
them to feel along with each colour. 

o The Over the Rainbow Breathing meditation (http://kidsrelaxation.com/deep-
breathing/over-the-rainbow-breathing/ ) instructs children to breathe in each colour 
and then say a positive affirmation either silently or out loud. 
 

b.  
 

 Mindful smelling lesson – You need a big sheet of paper and sets of opaque containers with 
lids. At least 4-5 different, familiar scented things. Possible choices include coffee, dried 
mint, licorice, pepper, baby powder, vanilla bean, etc. Put students into groups of 3-4. Give 
each group a container with the same scented object in it. Ask students to pass the 
container (silently) around and smell mindfully the contents. Tell them to watch for: -The 
person, place or thing this might remind you of. -The words that best describe this smell. -
What they think the thing that makes this smell might be. -Older students can record on the 
worksheet. Do this for each of the 4-5 containers. Emphasise that doing this mindfully 
means no talking, no big face-making, etc. Ask, where is the smell? In the contents of the 
container? In your nose? In your mind? Do we all smell the same smell? Do we all have the 
same reaction? Remind students that to stop, close the eyes, and take a mindful smell can 
be a way to relax and set one’s self up to focus. Ask, is mindful smelling different than how 
we usually smell? How? Why? Are there situations or jobs where mindful smelling might be 
useful? Examples include baker, wine taster, gardener, geologist, vet. 

 Smell and tell - Pass something fragrant out to each child, such as a piece of fresh orange 
peel, a sprig of lavender, rosemary, mint or a jasmine flower. Ask them to close their eyes 
and breathe in the scent, focusing all of their attention only on the smell of that object. You 
can also get them to feel the herb with their eyes closed before smelling it. 

 Smelling exercise – Have your child bring their attention to notice the smells around them. 
Maybe they can smell food. They might become aware of the smell of trees or plants if you 
are outside. They might notice the smell of books or paper. Sometimes closing our eyes can 
help sharpen our attention. 

 Stop and smell the flowers – Use real or artificial flowers sprayed with perfume. Encourage 
the child to breathe slowly and deeply and fill up their lungs as they smell the flowers. Have 
the child audibly exhale so that they exhale completely. 

 

c.  
Mindful listening is one of the simplest and most powerful exercises for developing focused attention 
because when we practise it we are activating the Reticular Activating System (RAS) in the brain. The 
RAS helps the brain to filter through all incoming stimuli and determine which stimulus is the most 
important to focus on at that time. 

 

 A 10 step guide to mindful listening - This particular practice is suitable for children aged 
between 5-9 years.  The resource can be adapted for older children 
www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Mindful-Listening.pdf 

 Bell listening exercise 1 -An easy way for children to practise mindfulness is to focus on 
paying attention to what they can hear. You can use a singing bowl, a bell, a set of chimes or 

http://www.nataliakuna.com/meditations-for-children.html
http://www.nataliakuna.com/meditations-for-children.html
http://www.nataliakuna.com/meditations-for-children.html
http://kidsrelaxation.com/deep-breathing/over-the-rainbow-breathing/
http://kidsrelaxation.com/deep-breathing/over-the-rainbow-breathing/
http://kidsrelaxation.com/deep-breathing/over-the-rainbow-breathing/
http://www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Mindful-Listening.pdf
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a phone app that has sounds on it. Tell your children that you will make the sound, and they 
should listen carefully until they can no longer hear the sound (which is usually 30 seconds 
to a minute). 

 Bell listening exercise 2 - Ring a bell and ask the kids to listen closely to the vibration of the 
ringing sound. Tell them to remain silent and raise their hands when they no longer hear the 
sound of the bell. Then tell them to remain silent for one minute and pay close attention to 
the other sounds they hear once the ringing has stopped. After, go around in a circle and ask 
the kids to tell you every sound they noticed during that minute. This exercise is not only fun 
and gets the kids excited about sharing their experiences with others, but really helps them 
connect to the present moment and the sensitivity of their perceptions. 

 Listening exercise - The children listen to the sound of the tonebar and raise their hands 
when the sound stops for them. Or they can listen for the farthest sound they can hear for 1-
2 minutes. 

 Listening to music - As a variation on listening to nature sounds, try listening to a song and 
having your child identify different instruments—base, drums, guitar, etc.  

 Listening to the chime - Have children sit or lie comfortably, then ring the chime. The 
children can breathe deeply until they can no longer hear it. They can then open their eyes 
and are ready for the next instruction or activity. 

 Listening to the sounds of nature - Either go outside if you live somewhere with nature 
sounds (nearly everyone does), or play a nature CD. (You can even download an app.) Have 
kids listen carefully to what they hear and try to identify the source of the sounds. There are 
no wrong answers—it’s the careful listening that is important. 

 Mindful Listening (young children to adults)- A tone bar bought from a music store or online 
is a great tool for both adults and kids, as long as you are mindful it is used to reduce stress, 
not to punish or force attention. Purchase an inexpensive tone bar from a music store or buy 
a Buddhist-style prayer bowl. Each works similarly in that if you strike the tone bar or circle 
around the prayer bowl’s rim with your finger, it will emit an extended note. A tone bar also 
has no religious association if that matters to you.  Sit cross-legged and have your kids sit 
cross-legged near you and close their eyes. Strike the tone bar and have them listen to the 
sound of the tones and raise their hands when the sound stops for them. This keeps their 
awareness focused on the sound alone. This type of mindful listening strengthens the neural 
pathways in the prefrontal cortex and is a great “focusing” exercise that can help you calm 
your child and get her prepared for homework, dinner time, or a change in activity.  

 Notice your world - Sit quietly and look at the stars, watch a sunset, listen to sounds around 
you such as crickets, birds. If you are on a walk or a hike, even on the walk to school, stop 
and listen for a minute with your eyes closed. Have everyone share what you've heard.  

 Sound meditation - When practicing this activity with your younger child, keep it simple by 
having him focus only on sounds around him (including those outside) and those within him. 
What to say: Find a comfortable position. Close your eyes and open your listening ears. Let’s 
practise balloon breath together (breathing in to fill up your lungs and belly), then breathing 
out slowly to release all the stale air …in and out…continue to breathe and bring your 
awareness to the Let’s breath together…in and out…continue to breathe and bring your 
awareness to the outside of this room. Note to yourself any sounds that you hear. If you 
hear a car, say “Car,” to yourself. Then move on to listen for and note other sounds. (After a 
minute:) Bring your awareness into this room. Notice what sounds you hear around and 
within this space and note them to yourself. (After a minute:) Now, bring your awareness 
into the space near you. (After a minute:) Now listen for sounds and notice sensations within 
your own body. Again, note them to yourself. (After a minute:) How do you feel? Where is 
your awareness now? Tell me about what you noticed and heard as you brought your 
attention from the outside to the inside. 

 

http://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-17515/what-you-need-to-know-about-sound-healing.html
http://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-17515/what-you-need-to-know-about-sound-healing.html
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d.   
Mindful eating is an experience that engages all of the five senses.  Look, smell, taste, touch and 
listen to your food. Not only does eating mindfully enhance our enjoyment of our food and increase 
our grateful feelings for having food, but taking the time to eat mindfully allows us to eat less, signals 
us when we’re full, and improves our overall digestion. Kids, especially, tend to eat well when they 
start the meal with mindful eating. 
 

 Introduction to mindful eating - Mindful eating is practised in a relaxed, seated position such 
as in a chair, or in easy pose or hero pose. For this exercise, you’ll need a small food item 
such as a blueberry, an M&M, a raisin, or a goldfish cracker. Don’t let your child know what 
you’re giving him. If your child is a “peeker,” use a blindfold. Have your younger child answer 
your questions out loud as you ask them. Encourage your older child to answer the 
questions silently to himself, waiting until the end of the exercise to share his experience. 
Once you’ve practised this exercise with your child a few times using familiar foods, move on 
to foods that may be less familiar. It can make it more interesting if you tell the children to  
imagine they are from Mars so they have never seen these objects before.  What to say: Sit 
and close your eyes and hold out your palm. I’m going to put a small object in your hand. Go 
ahead and touch it gently and carefully using your fingers. Is it smooth, rough? What is the 
shape? Can you guess what it is without peeking? Now bring the item up to your nose. Does 
it have a smell? What kind? Now, bring it up to your mouth. Place it on your tongue and 
gently close your mouth. Do not chew yet! Think of words to describe the flavour of the 
object. What about its texture? Now, begin to slowly, mindfully chew the object. What is the 
taste like? Sweet, salty? Go ahead and swallow now. Have you guessed what it is? What did 
you notice about it now that you have eaten it so mindfully?  

 Mindful Eating 1 (young children to adults) - Begin by taking one minute at meal time to eat 
mindfully. Don’t talk, instead simply notice the smell, texture, look, and feel of the food in 
your mouth. I limit it only to a minute because we also want mealtime to be a time to 
engage with each other. Starting a dinner or even our rushed morning meals with a moment 
of silence for mindful eating can help everyone centre themselves and brings present 
moment to our enjoyment of our food.  

 Mindful eating 2 - This is a time when playing with your food is OK. Give your child a piece of 
fruit and ask them to pretend they are from another planet and have never seen this piece 
of fruit before. Ask them to describe their experience using all five senses. What does it look 
like? Smell like? Feel like? Taste like? Does it make a sound when you bite it? 

 Mindfulness and the art of chocolate  - a good, practical introduction to mindfulness. 
www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Mindfulness-and-the-Art-of-
Chocolate-Eating.pdf 

 Orange eating meditation - peel an orange and eat it section by section very mindfully, feel-
ing, smelling, and tasting the orange at each stage of the process. 

 Practise mindful eating. The exercise of mindfully eating a raisin or a piece of chocolate is a 
staple of mindfulness education, and is a great activity for kids. You can find a script for two 
short mindful eating exercises for children http://blog.harvardvanguard.org/2013/04/smart-
kids-practice-mindful-eating/   

 Strawberry eating exercise - look at the strawberry and think about what it’s taken to grow 
it, then experience it using all five senses 

 Touch and taste - This exercise introduces your child to mindful eating. Mindful eating is 
practised in a relaxed, seated position such as in a chair, or in easy pose or hero pose. For 
this exercise, you’ll need a small food item such as a blueberry, an M&M, a raisin/sultana, or 
a goldfish cracker. Don’t let your child know what you’re giving him/her. If your child is a 
“peeker,” use a blindfold. Have your younger child answer your questions out loud as you 
ask them. Encourage your older child to answer the questions silently to himself/herself, 

http://www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Mindfulness-and-the-Art-of-Chocolate-Eating.pdf
http://www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Mindfulness-and-the-Art-of-Chocolate-Eating.pdf
http://blog.harvardvanguard.org/2013/04/smart-kids-practice-mindful-eating/
http://blog.harvardvanguard.org/2013/04/smart-kids-practice-mindful-eating/
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waiting until the end of the exercise to share his/her experience. Once you’ve practised this 
exercise with your child a few times using familiar foods, move on to foods that may be less 
familiar. What to say: Sit and close your eyes and hold out your palm. I’m going to put a 
small object in your hand. Go ahead and touch it gently and carefully using your fingers. Is it 
smooth, rough? What is the shape? Can you guess what it is without peeking? Now bring the 
item up to your nose. Does it have a smell? What kind? Now, bring it up to your mouth. 
Place it on your tongue and gently close your mouth. Do not chew yet! Think of words to 
describe the flavour of the object. What about its texture? Now, begin to slowly, mindfully 
chew the object. What is the taste like? Sweet, salty? Go ahead and swallow now. Have you 
guessed what it is? What did you notice about it now that you have eaten it so mindfully? 

 Two short mindful eating practices can be found at 
http://blog.harvardvanguard.org/2013/04/smart-kids-practice-mindful-eating/  
 

e.  

 Calm the stress response – Have your child bring their attention to the feeling of their feet 
on the ground. They sit up straight, put both feet on the floor and notice the touch of the 
soles of the feet, the weight of their legs pushing down on the floor and whatever other 
sensations there are to be noticed. Just a few moments of this will bring their mind and body 
together in the moment, helping them to focus and calm. 

 Feel and guess - Take your children outside, get them to close their eyes, place different 
objects in their hands and ask them to describe and name the object using only touch. 

 Five finger relaxation and mantra exercise – Touching your fingers can help create a sensory 
reminder for the mind and body to relax and maybe even feel a positive emotion.  And like 
saying a mantra, it can be helpful when you feel anxious or stressed as it distracts your mind. 
If practised regularly it forms a habit and the feelings accompanying the exercise arise 
quickly and easily.  Have your child close their eyes, then they touch their thumb to their 
index finger, then they place their thumb on their middle finger, then on their ring finger, 
lastly they touch their thumb to their little finger.  As they touch each finger they can 
breathe slowly in and out; or alternatively repeat a four word phrase that is calming or 
positive and meaningful to them.  Examples are: Peace begins with me; This too shall pass; 
This feeling will pass; Breathe in, breathe out; I’m safe right now; I’m calm and relaxed; May 
I be happy; May you be happy; Peace in, love out. 

 Pizza Massage - Form pairs, or alternatively you can stand around in a circle facing the 
person in front so you have a whole class massage. Make a pizza on each other's backs: 

o Knead the dough (use your hands to light massage the person’s shoulders) 
o Smooth on some tomato paste (use the palms of your hands to rub the person’s 

back) 
o Sprinkle on cheese (tap, tap, tap the person’s back with your fingertips like sprinkling 

cheese) 
o Add ingredients of choice – pineapples, ham, olives etc (short taps with your fingers 

to represent heavier ingredients falling) 
o Put the pizza in the oven (warm with hands) (rub your hands together and place the 

warmed hands on the person’s back) 
o Take pizza out of oven when ready and cut it in pieces... (draw lines on their back to 

cut the pizza) 

 Purposeful pausing - Create purposeful pauses. Take a moment to bring your attention to 
whatever seemingly mundane task or feeling/sensation you are experiencing. Recognise 
small, daily moments that engage your senses and generally make you feel a sense of 
pleasure (i.e. eating, walking, talking) then pay extremely close attention to them. 

http://blog.harvardvanguard.org/2013/04/smart-kids-practice-mindful-eating/
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 Rest and press - With your child in child’s pose, stand or sit behind him and firmly draw your 
hands down his back from top to bottom. This will stretch his spine a bit, opening up the 
space between his vertebrae. Come to rest your hands at the base of his back, where his belt 
loop would be. Your hands should be stacked palm over palm with your fingers facing 
forward (think CPR). Breathe in with your child. As he exhales, press into the area with your 
palms using your own weight for added pressure. As you press down, also pull back 
energetically. His hips should lower slightly. Be sure to ask your child about the pressure. Is it 
too little, too much? Try visualizing love, peace, and positive energy coming out through 
your hands as you touch your child. Breathe with him in and out three times or more before 
gently jiggling your child side to side, dissipating any stagnant energy. Still your hands and 
then draw them, one over the other, firmly down your child’s back one last time before 
gently releasing them from your child’s back. What to say: Come into child’s pose. Is it OK if I 
press a bit on your back? Good. I’ll give you a turn and then maybe you can give me one. Go 
ahead and take a nice deep breath as I rub your back. Just breathe in and out, in and out. 
(Continue on with instructions, checking in with your child along the way.) All done now. 
Let’s take a nice deep breath in and out together. Very, very slowly come to sit up. How do 
you feel? 

 The art of touch - Give each child an object to touch, such as a ball, a feather, a soft toy, a 
stone, etc. Ask them to close their eyes and describe what the object feels like to a partner. 
Then have the partners trade places. Both this exercise and the previous one are simple, but 
compelling, ways to teach the kids the practise of isolating their senses from one another, 
and tuning into distinct experiences. 

 Touch your lips (primary school to adult) - Lightly touching your lips (especially combined 
with deep breathing) prompts your body to activate the para sympathetic nervous system 
and evokes a feeling of calm. 

 
 
 

14.  

When we read a good book we can learn to see things from different points of view, and often learn 
something about ourselves in the process.  This is why stories are the perfect avenue to teach your 
children mindfulness.  

 
 Charlotte and the Quiet Place - Shows how a child discovers mindful breathing and 

experiences the beauty of silence, where creative possibilities can grow and flourish. 
Children will relate to the unfolding adventure and message of empowerment. 

 How Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids - By Tom Rath and Mary Reckmeyer is a wonderful book 
(and method) that explains to children to see how being kind not only helps others, it helps 
them too.  To watch on youtube go to www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5R6-2m_qHk  

 Interactive story telling – You and your child make up a story by take turns to say the next 
sentence. You can add a moral to the story if you’d like too     

 Metaphorical Educational Story - For teaching meditation to 6-7 year old children - Invite 
children to pretend they are one of the children in the story and imagine being in the story 
inside their minds.  Encourage children to close their eyes and relax gently, breathe through 
their noses as they watch the film in their mind’s eye.  The narrative style needs to 
emphasise the appropriate behaviour of the children in order to teach the intended skills 
set.  Sentence structure may not always follow grammatical rules in order to emphasise 
important learning points. Once upon a time there were two children called peace and 
happiness who lived in a beautiful cottage in the forest.  One day they went for a walk in the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5R6-2m_qHk
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forest.  It was such a beautiful day and they were enjoying their walk so much they forgot 
about the time.  The forest became quieter and quieter...As night fell the two children found 
a beautiful hollow oak tree.  As they crept inside they felt warm and safe as they snuggled 
down into the soft bed of leaves that lay on the floor.  Even though they were with each 
other and felt safe and tired, somehow they just couldn’t stop thinking about the day they 
had had.  All of a sudden they saw a small golden light just above their heads.  “Hello” a tiny 
friendly voice said “my name is Stillness the oak fairy and I was wondering if you need any 
help to quieten your thoughts and to relax into your soft bed of leaves.”  ‘Yes please’ said 
Peace and Happiness “That would be lovely, what would you like us to do?.”  Narrator 
instructs children to follow Stillness’s instructions.  “Well” said Stillness “Close your eyes and 
feel your breath moving in and out of your noses and inside your bodies, in and out and in 
and out. “Peace and Serenity could see their breath in the cool night air as it turned into 
drifting mist.  “As you follow your breathing you notice how your thoughts slow down and 
become still.  As your thoughts become still you notice how your heads become all loose and 
floppy, you notice your arms becoming loose and floppy and your tummies become all loose 
and floppy and then your legs become loose and floppy.” Soon Peace and Happiness were 
feeling very calm and relaxed, so calm and relaxed that they weren’t even sleepy.   They just 
remained beautifully calm and relaxed.  Then the morning sun shone through the branches 
of their tree.  Slowly they opened their eyes and stretched their arms and legs with a big 
wakeful yawn.  As they looked outside they could see that they had been in the oak tree at 
the bottom of their garden all night long.  The smell of breakfast drifted into their noses and 
with great excitement they ran indoors to tell everyone about their great adventure. 

 Mindfully teaching children through stories – See Chapter 14 of The Everything Parent's 
Guide to Raising Mindful Children: Giving Parents the Tools to Teach Emotional Awareness, 
Coping Skills, and Impulse Control in Children  

 Reading stories - In dynamic and interactive ways. You could use the PEER sequence and use 
CROWD questions as you read.  For information on PEER and CROWD go to 
www.readingrockets.org/article/dialogic-reading-effective-way-read-preschoolers 
 

 
 

 

A Child’s Mind: Mindful Practice to Help Our Children Be More Focused, Calm, and Relaxed (2010) by 
Christopher Willard  
 
Brave Parenting: A Buddhist-Inspired Guide to Raising Emotionally Resilient Children by Krissy 
Pozatek (2014) 
 
Buddhism for Mothers of Young Children: Becoming a Mindful Parent by Sarah Napthali (2007) 

Buddhism for Mothers: A calm approach to caring for yourself and your children  by Sarah Napthali 

(2003) 

Calm Kids: Help Children Relax with Mindful Activities by Lorraine Murray 
 
Everyday Blessing: The Inner Work of Mindful Parenting (1997) by Myla and Jon Kabat-Zinn  
 
Flourish: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-being (2012) by Professor Martin 
Seligman  
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Mindful Parent Happy Child: A Guide to Raising Joyful and Resilient Children by Pilar M. Placone PhD 
 
Mindful Parenting: Simple and Powerful Solutions for Raising Creative, Engaged, Happy Kids in 
Today's Hectic World by Kristen Race PhD 
 
Sitting Still Like a Frog: Mindfulness Exercises for Kids (and Their Parents) by Eline Snel 
 
Teaching Meditation to Children: The Practical Guide to the Use and Benefits of Meditation 
Techniques by David Fontana MD and Ingrid Slack 
 
The Everything Parent's Guide to Raising Mindful Children: Giving Parents the Tools to Teach 
Emotional Awareness, Coping Skills, and Impulse Control in Children (2013) by Jeremy Wardle, 
Maureen Weinhardt   

The Mindful Child by Susan Kaiser Greenland 
 
Yoga for Children: 200+ Yoga Poses, Breathing Exercises, and Meditations for Healthier, Happier, 
More Resilient Children (2013) by Lisa Flynn                   

 

 
7 Fun ways to teach your kids mindfulness by Kaia Roman at  
www.mindbodygreen.com/0-18136/7-fun-ways-to-teach-your-kids-mindfulness.html 

8 Ways to Teach Mindfulness to Kids by Sarah Rudell Beach  
www.huffingtonpost.com/sarah-rudell-beach-/8-ways-to-teach-mindfulness-to-
kids_b_5611721.html  
 
12 Kid-Friendly Yoga Poses to Inspire a Happy 2016 by Teresa Anne Power 

www.mindbodygreen.com/0-23064/12-kid-friendly-yoga-poses-to-inspire-a-happy-2016.html  

64 Positive Things to Say to Kids: Encouraging Words for Kids by Alissa Marquess  
http://creativewithkids.com/64-encouraging-things-to-say-to-kids/  
 
Acceptance and Mindfulness Treatments for Children and Adolescents: A Practitioner's Guide (2008) 
by Laurie A. Greco PhD and Steven C. Hayes PhD  
 
A Glimpse at a Mindfulness Class for Children by Katie Grimesey  
www.mindful.org/a-glimpse-at-a-mindfulness-class-for-children/ 
 
A Guide to Creating a Mindful Family (excerpt from Mindful Parenting) by Kristen Race PhD 
www.mindfullifetoday.com/category_s/89.htm 

Anxiety in Kids: How to Turn it Around and Protect Them For Life by Hey Sigmund 
www.heysigmund.com/anxiety-in-kids/ 
 
Ask the Teachers: How do I share the dharma with my kids?  
www.lionsroar.com/ask-the-teachers-23/  
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Calming Strategies: Strategies and Activities to Support Children in Learning Deep Breathing 
Techniques’ by Yukon Education Student Network 

www.yesnet.yk.ca/staffroom/selfreg/calming_strategies.pdf  
 
De-Stress the Test – Tools for Teachers by Kristen Race PhD  mindfullifetoday.com     
 
Evidence for the Impact of Mindfulness on Children and Young People by Professor Katherine Weare 
(2012) http://mindfulnessinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/MiSP-Research-Summary-
2012.pdf 
 
Fun Friends and Friends for Life Program http://friendsprograms.com/   and 
http://pathwayshrc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Fun-Friends-Handouts-2010.pdf 
 
Fun Ways to Teach Mindful Breathing by Sandi Schwartz http://happysciencemom.com/  
 
Guided Imagery: Use these scripts to help children cope with anxiety and stress by Catherine 
Gillespie-Lopes 
www.themindfulword.org/2012/guided-imagery-scripts-children-anxiety-stress/  
 
How to Practice Metta with Children by Gail Silver  
www.lionsroar.com/how-to-practice-metta-with-children/ 
 
How to Raise an Emotionally Resilient Child by Krissy Pozatek  
www.lionsroar.com/how-to-raise-an-emotionally-resilent-child/ 
 
How to teach…mindfulness by The Guardian Teacher Network - 
http://www.theguardian.com/education/teacher-blog/2013/jun/24/mindfulness-classroom-
teaching-resource  
 
How to Teach Mindfulness with Color by Sandi Schwartz http://happysciencemom.com/ 
 
How We Can Teach Our Children Mindfulness by Carla Naumburg  
www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/12/mindful-children-parenting-carla-
naumburg_n_3907978.html?ir=Australia 
 
Innerkids – How To by Susan Kaiser Greenland http://www.susankaisergreenland.com/how-to.html  
  
KCC Kids Program https://poogoo.wordpress.com/  
 
Meditation in Schools – www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Metaphorical-
Educational-Story-for-teaching-meditation-to-6-yr-old-children.pdf  

Mindfulness Activities for Young Children - www.actonpurpose.com.au/Mindfulness-activities-for-
young-children.pdf   
 
Mindfulness for Children: How to Make them calmer and happier by Eline Snel  
http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-
Times.pdf  
 
Mindfulness made easy - 
 www.kidsmatter.edu.au/health-and-community/enewsletter/mindfulness-made-easy  

http://www.yesnet.yk.ca/staffroom/selfreg/calming_strategies.pdf
http://mindfulnessinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/MiSP-Research-Summary-2012.pdf
http://mindfulnessinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/MiSP-Research-Summary-2012.pdf
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http://www.lionsroar.com/how-to-raise-an-emotionally-resilent-child/
http://www.theguardian.com/education/teacher-blog/2013/jun/24/mindfulness-classroom-teaching-resource
http://www.theguardian.com/education/teacher-blog/2013/jun/24/mindfulness-classroom-teaching-resource
http://happysciencemom.com/how-to-teach-mindfulness-with-color/
http://happysciencemom.com/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/12/mindful-children-parenting-carla-naumburg_n_3907978.html?ir=Australia
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/12/mindful-children-parenting-carla-naumburg_n_3907978.html?ir=Australia
http://www.susankaisergreenland.com/how-to.html
https://poogoo.wordpress.com/
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http://www.meditationinschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Metaphorical-Educational-Story-for-teaching-meditation-to-6-yr-old-children.pdf
http://www.actonpurpose.com.au/Mindfulness-activities-for-young-children.pdf
http://www.actonpurpose.com.au/Mindfulness-activities-for-young-children.pdf
http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf
http://www.elinesnel.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FEA-ART-Sitting-Still-Like-a-Frog_London-Times.pdf
http://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/health-and-community/enewsletter/mindfulness-made-easy
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Mindfulness Meditations for Kids: An excerpt from Yoga for Children by Lisa Flynn 
www.themindfulword.org/2013/mindfulness-meditations-children/ 

Mindful Parenting by Australian Childhood Foundation – PDF at  www.childhood.org.au/for-

professionals/resources  

Mindful Schools: Mindfulness, Neurobiology and Children - Talks at Google by Chris McKenna 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhcsPVLAeXU  
 
MindSpace - www.meditationinschools.org/resources/  
 
Six Ways To Teach Mindfulness To Children by Melli O’Brien 
http://mrsmindfulness.com/how-to-teach-mindfulness-to-children/  
 
SMArt Kids Practice Mindful Eating by Dr Brittanny Boulanger  
http://blog.harvardvanguard.org/2013/04/smart-kids-practice-mindful-eating/  
 
Smilingmind – free mindfulness programs for children and adults and a free app 
www.smilingmind.com.au   
 
Teaching your tween mindfulness by Tania MacWilliam 
www.parentscanada.com/school/tweens/teaching-your-tween-mindfulness 
 
The Benefits of Family Traditions by Rebecca Eanes  
www.creativechild.com/articles/view/the-benefits-of-family-traditions  
 
The Mindful Camper Tool Box by Kristen Race PhD  www.mindfullifecamps.com   
 
They Imitate Kindness by Alissa Marquess http://creativewithkids.com/they-imitate-kindness/ 

Three Ways for Children to Try Meditation at Home by Jillian Pransky 

http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2016/05/10/three-ways-for-children-to-try-meditation-at-home/ 
 
Tips for Teaching Mindfulness to Kids by Megan Cowan 
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/tips_for_teaching_mindfulness_to_kids/ 

Tips for Teaching Mindfulness to Kids by Mindful  
www.mindful.org/tips-for-teaching-mindfulness-to-kids/ 

What is Mindfulness? The Science of Mindfulness. Mindfulness and the Brain by Monash University  
www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/233898/what-is-mindfulness.pdf 
 
Why Yelling is Detrimental to the Brain (and 4 ways to not overreact) by Kristen Race PhD 
http://mindfullifetoday.com/yelling-and-the-brain/ 
 

 

Disclaimer: All material and information provided is general only and is not a substitute for professional 
medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Never delay seeking, disregard or discontinue professional advice from 
your medical practitioner or other qualified health provider because of information offered.  The provision of 
links and other information does not constitute their endorsement. 
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